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The plundered planet
Environmental Studies .asks:
Is there intelligent life on Earth?
The human species ,s inclined to
assess all other entities in relation to itself.
The earth has generally been
viewed as a rich, fruited landscape, horizon cresting horizon,
abundance without end. Even
when the Redstone missiles gave
us our first photographs of a
modest blue-and-green ball rotating gently in blank space, the
earth seemed remarkably significant.
Jack Phillips' view of the earth,
on the other hand, has nearly
always been quite different from
the majority opinion. As far back
as the late 1940s, he was aware of
the limits of the earth and its
resources. To him the earth was a
small, fragile planet gradually being overworked, used up, neglected, exploited-trashed by a
species grown "too big for its
niches."
By the beginning of the 1980s
the Incidental signs of abuse had
become he-ravages of systematic
environmental rape. Jack Phillips
decided to undertake an aroundthe-world journey, largely at his
own expense, because it was
clear that the earth was in trouble
and he wanted to see what could
be done about it.
England, Switzerland, Germany,
Kenya, Malaysia, Hong Kong, the
Mediterranean coast, the Hawaiian Islands, coral reefs and rice
fields, rain forests and teeming
cities-the mark of man was
everywhere.
Phillips observed the effects of
many of the "alarming trends"
reported in a 1980 study by the
Council on Environmental Quality
and the U.S. State Department entitled The Global 2000 Report to
the President: soil erosion, acid
rain, deforestation, desertification, toxic substances in the food
chain, accumulation of radioactive wastes, decline of species.
And, over all, the devastating effects of human overpopulation.
As a philosophy professor who
also directs SCSU's Environmental Studies Program, Dr. John
Phillips sees a natural connection
between philosophical concerns,
such as the destiny of mankind,
and ecological concerns. He says,·
"As a philosopher, I've always
been concerned with the human
future. And it's becoming clear
that what we're doing to the earth
affects the future. of the human
race."
The bridge between the intangible realm of philosophical
thought and the tangible natural
world, he explains, is environmental ethics-the study of man's
responsibili~y to the earth. "In

other words, may.humans treat
non-human life without regard for
their welfare, or do we have a
responsibility to non-human
species and the habitat which
supports their existence?"
Dr. Phillips believes that the
responsibility exists. He also beI ieves that it is the duty of contemporary man to protect and
conserve natural resources for the
benefit of future generations of
ffomo sapiens.
"But just because the responsibility is there, that does not
necessarily mean that we are living up to it," Phillips maintains. "I
think that any well-informed person would have to admit that we
are behaving irresponsibly toward ·
the planet."
In a paper entitled "Man as
God," Phillips asserts: "The human species is literally denaturing the earth, in the sense that
there will soon be no more
natural regions on the earth,
since every square mile will be
man-modified-contaminated, if
not logged-over or farmed or
monocultured or overgrazed or
paved. We are extincting animal
species, making the rains acid,
and washing the soil into the
seas without regard to whether
this is advisable, permissable, or
worth the temporary gains."
The myopic reasoning which
consistently trades long-range
ecological welfar~ for short-range
economic gains results in dual
negative impact: pollution of the
immediate environment, and destruction of natural systems
throughout the world to meet the
appetites of the industrialized nations.
Phillips explains, "We know
that America has fouled its own
environment and eradicated
natural areas in the name of 'progress'-which I see as a kind of
regress-but the heavily industralized nations also promote
environmental destruction worldwide through demand for raw
materials." ·
As an example, he explains
how the American demand for
cheap hamburger contributes to
the destruction of tropical rain
forests. "Here is how it works:
The demand for inexpensive beef
in this country is the incentive
whereby ranchers in South American countries cut down the
forests to expand grazing lands.
So, America gets its cheap hamburger from imported beef, and
the poorer country has its forests
cut down by ranchers and developers seeking short-term economic rewards."
The loss of the forests, he

I

"Because the Moon and Mars have no meadows, marshes, warm
beaches, warm breezes, no Jungles, waterfalls, surf, no songbirds, redwood tralls, alplne tralls, no eagles, butterflies, robins, no oak trees,
orange trees, pine cones, no starfish, coral reefs, dolphins, whales, no
grizzly bears, timber wolves, whooping cranes, rhinos, no elephants.
mice, gazelles, giraffes or monkeys, no salmon, no seals, no
swallows, no rain (rain!), no swimming, no skiing, no hunting, no
fishing, no macs, Illies, blueberries, strawberries, no gulls, pelicans,
coyotes, therefore we know these things are values and that the earth
Is precious. Why, then, don't we cherish It?
And what Is the proper word for the depth of our stupidity and
our abuse of the earth and Its livlng gifts?
from "The Human Future" by Jack ~hi/lips

adds, is permanent. "The delicate
system of the tropical forest,
unlike forests in temperate
climates, will not regenerate after
successive years of agriculturalization. Once it is gone, it is gone
forever. This is a loss-not only to
the exploited country, but to the
whole world. The tropical forests
have been producing oxygen,
resources ranging from rare
woods to pharmaceuticals, as
well as plant and animal species,
for millions of years. So when we
destroy the forests, we destroy
genetic as well as natural
resources-both the ones we are
aware of, and the ones that
haven't even been discovered yet."
A worldwide assessment shows
that the earth is losing its tropical
forests to agriculture and development at an alarming rate. "The
forests which have been in existence for millions of years may
well be virtually destroyed in less
than 100 years," according to
Phillips.
What gives one species, homo
.sapiens, th~ power to alter and
perhaps annihilate an entire ecosystem? Ironically, Phillips says,
the power is knowledge. "Not
wisdom, but knowledge. It is
man's ingenuity which gives him
almost limitless potential for
creativity and destruction."
The concept of man's responsibility to live creatively and gently on the earth, and to protect the
viability of life forms, is the constant which unites the diverse
elements of SCSU's eight-year-old
Environmental Studies Program.
The program attempts the "impossible task" of integrating all
aspects of knowledge about the
environment by examining questions about man and the
biosphere from the vantage point
of various disciplines:
"What is happening to our air
and water?" (chemistry) "What is
the impact of living species, ecosystems and humans?" (biology)
"What needs to be done to save
the earth ~nd its living things

from the human species?" (chemistry and biology)
"What will these remedies
cost?" (economics) "Who will pay
these costs? What forms of legislation will assure payments?"
(political science) "How can fundamental attitudes of humans
toward the environment be
changed?" (psychology)
Students may choose study
tracks emphasizing either the
social sciences or the natural
sciences. A team-taught introductory course combines the expertise of several faculty members,
such as a biologist, economist
and philosopher, to examine
ecological problems and possible
solutions in an integrated fashion .
Rounding out the curriculum is a
variable-topic seminar and a
senjor year research project.
While interest in the program's
offerings runs high among students and faculty from a wide
range of academic areas, and a
modest number of undergraduates do complete the program
each year, Phillips is concerned
about the employability of those
individuals. He also wonders if
there is something the university
can do to help.
"There is no question that talented graduates in areas such as
business, engineering and advertising-which often contribute
to environmental problems-are
very much in-demand. Yet persons educated in rehabilitating
and maintaining the environment
are in relatively little demand,"
Phillips feels. "Certainly there are
some jobs for trained environmentalists, but the opportunities are
nothing compared to those within
the huge industry which creates
and markets such things as fuelinefficient cars, energy-inefficient
homes and appliances, and even
tobacco and alcohol."
Phillips says he hopes that the
university, as a center for intellectual investigation, might study the
problem and "suggest ways in
(continued, page 2) •

Symbol o.f hope. The symbol of the
World Conservation Strategy begins
with - a circle representing the biosphere-the thin plane} covering that
contains and sustains life. The three
interlocking, overlapping arrows symbolize the three objectives of conservation: maintenance of essential
ecological processes and life-support
· systems; preservation of genetic diversity; sustainable utilization of species
and ecosystems.

Creature comfort. Among the highlights of
SCSU's spring Wildlife Rehabilitation Workshop
was a talk by Dr. Patrick Redig, chief surgeon
and director of the University of Minnesota's Raptor Rehabilitation Program. An SCSU alumnus,
Redig has supervised the treatment of nearly
2,000 birds of prey since the program was initiated
eight years ago . . Despite the project's national
reputation, however, financial support has been
limited and Redig expressed concern that the program may be terminated before mid-summer.

John Phillips

(.Plundered Planet, continued)
which the earthcare industry
could become as prominent as
the earth-exploitation industry."
He admits that while it is a difficult,
and perhaps unsolvable problem,
the pay-off would be worth the etfort. "If the job opportunities were
there, the trained workers would
be there, and curriculums like the
Environmental Studies Program
would become a staple of high
education."
•
The "big business" of earth-exploitation, as well as the "cottage
industry" of earthcare, were in
evidence throughout the course
of Jack Ph_illips' transglobal journey.
Stops included national parks,
game preserves, environmental
. research centers, embassies,
universities and government headquarters. Phillips met with park
guides and political scientists,
authors, editors, researchers, federal officials and heads of the
world's largest environmental
organizations.
'
His longest stay was in Nairobi,
Kenya, world headquarters of the
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP). There he met
with members of a special task
force who, together with representatives of two other interna2

tional organizations, developed a
plan which may be the last hope
for rescuing a planet in peril.
Entitled the World Conservation
Strategy, the plan was published
in 1980 through the cooperative
efforts of the International Union
for Conservation of Nature and
Natural Resources, the World
Wildlife Fund and UNEP.
The heart of the World Conservation Strategy is cooperation
between nations for the benefit of
this and future generations. A portion of the foreward reads, "Two
features characterize our trme.
The first is the almost limitless
capacity of human beings for
building and creation, matched by
equally great powers of destruction and annihilation ....The second is the global interrelatedness
of actions, with its corollary of
global responsibility."
Says Phillips·,· "It is clear that
the only hope for hafting world
destruction, whether through
systematic envir~nmental decline
or nuclear war, i's through a worldwide effort. How can one country
clean up a regional sea, when a
dozen other countries continue to
poison the water? How can one
country combat acid rain, when
the source of the problem Is
neighboring countries? The

answer is cooperation for the
benefit of all."
Phillips says that the strategy
can best be described in two
words: sustainable development.
"From the earth's perspective, the
ideal situation would be to halt
development altogether. But
world economtcs and world politics demand development, so the
compromise is to allow development wh ich puts a minimum of
stress on the system."
In addition to components such
as conservation of resources and
protection of remaining natural
areas, appropriate technology is a
key ingredient for sustainable development. " The concept of appropriate technology suggests
that perhaps not everyone needs
bulldozers, freeways and foundries. Perhaps a tribal society
which lives on the land with herds
doesn't need chain saws and
diesel tractors. Perhaps what they
need are good plows, and good
seed and horses, so that local
farming could contribute to the
sustenance of the commun ity. "
Application of appropriate technology would allow developing
countries to evolve in the same
way industralized nations have,
rather than jumping. from the
stone age to the computer age
almost instantaneously. "Of
course, there are some experts
who would say that evolving to
our level of industralization isn't
desirable in the first place, since
it puts so much stress on the
biosphere.
Perhaps the most important
element of the World Conservation Strategy, Phillips points out,
is population control. "Without
·population control, conservation,
protection and application of appropriate-technology are useless.
Many nations, such as Egypt,.
have found that upgrading the
food supply, when it is coupled
with increased birth rate, results
in zero net gain."
The primary stumbling block to
the success of the World Conservation Strategy is as simple-and
1ls complete-as· human nature.
Greed and homocentri-sm, hall-.
marks of the human character, are
compounded by suspicion.
"Poor countries have often suspected that recommendations to
not use up natural resources were
an imperialist plot designed to
keep them from advancing, and
· that suggestions to limit population were some form of
genocide," Phillips says. "But,
those attitudes are beginning to
change." The key, again, is global
involvement. "Developing countries have to hear those sugges-

tions from their own scientists
and environmental groups, rather
than from wealthy nations."
Phillips says that successes
have already been realized in
some countries-environmental
organizations are springing up, national policies are being introduced to help regulate population
and ease stress on the environment, and cooperative clean-up
programs, such as one involving
the 19 nations ringing the polluted Mediterranean Sea, are
underway.
Ironically, the United States which has been a leader both in
destroying resources and in attempts to rehabilitate them- is
beginning to take a "back seat"
to other countries with regard to
new environmental efforts.
" I'm afraid that the new presidential administration is having a
negative effect on the environmental future of this country,"
Phillips feels. "Many of the hardwon regulations and programs are
now being repealed in the name
of 'economic progress.' Certainly
the effects of relaxed legislation
and discarded environmental programs will be obvious before too
long, perhaps even before the current administration leaves office.
But by then, . it may be too late."
In the final analysis, Phillips
feels, the future of the earth rests
wrth her unlovely children. The
choices are really rather clear-cut.
In a paper entitled "The Human
Future," Jack Phillips outlines a
destiny which is both hopeful,
and possible. He writes, "Perhaps
the difficulties in the short-range
human future will preclude any
long-range human future. If a
long-range human future is to be,
it will doubtless include wonders
beyond our ken. But within our
ken we can foresee as likely:
- The earth as a balanced system·
of cities, farms, parks and wild
regions
-Optimum population for the
earth's carrying capacity
-Human eugenics for enhanced 1
humanity
-Space exploration and space
settlements
-Search for extra-terrestrial intelligence."
.But, Phillips adds, "If there are
indeed no extra-terrestrial intelli_
gences a,nd no habitats better
than. nor as good as the earth,
how much more precious that
makes the earth and its inhabitants, and how .much more appalling our deadly abuse of the earth
and its living creatures."
Or, as they ·used to say in the
"Pogo" comic strip, "I have seen
the enemy, and he is us."

,,

Spring sampler
A spring-kling of notable names and
popular programs _of. the past few months
The English Department received
a $10,000 grant from the Otto .
Bremer Foundation to conduct a
Central Minnesota Writing Clinic.
Director is Dr. Richard Dilfman ...
Black Awareness Week speaker
Rosa Parks: "Let us think in
terms of what we can do positively to bring about better relations
-human relations- and not
think too much of race or color,
but of humanity." Park's refusal
to give up her seat on a Montgomery bus to a white man in
1955 sparked civil rights protests
which rocked the South ...

received a $25,283 grant from the
University of California Lawrence
Livermore Lab to conduct high
temperature vaporization studies
on synroc, a material which may
prove the key to immobilizing
nuclear waste ... Politics, petroleum and the Persian Gulf past
and present were the focus of a
symposium on "The Middle East
and the Western World" ... J. Brent
Norlem (Mass Communications)
was one of four university journalism educators to be named a
Distinguished Campus Adviser by
the Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi. .. The
Center tor Driver Education and
Safety sponsored a statewi dd
motorcycle safety conference.
Faculty also staff~d a "Special
Populations ,Wp_rkshop" which
featured Jill Smith, a congenital
quadruple amputee who said she
enjoys "a new type of independence" since learning to drive a·
specially-equipped van ... ln a talk
sponsored by University Program Board, Mic;_hael Brown,
reporter who broke the Love
Canal story, told of frigtening
cases of chemical contamination
nationwide: deformed children,
skyrocketing cancer rates, dead
cows that would not decompose,
Earth Day was "a time to pause
geese born with wings on backand reflect on the beauty of the
ward. He recounted: "In Hemlock,
earth, and its inherent dangers."
Mich., I expected Rod Serling to
Riverside Park got a spring cleanstep out from behind a barn and
ing, trees were planted on camdeliver a soliloquy, things were so
pus ... Dr. Anthony Schwaller (Inbizarre." Solutions may include
dustrial Education) received
chemical recycling, burning at
$22,499 from the U.S. Department
sea and developing neutralizing
of Energy in support o'f a June
anti-toxins ... Robert Bloomfield
energy workshop for high school
was distributed as part of
teachers ... Minneapolis Police
Twayne's English Authors Series.
. Chief Anthony Bouza
in a talk sponsored by The book was written by
Associate Dean Jonathan Lawson
SCSU's Criminal
(College
of Liber~I Arts and
Justice Studies ProSciences)
... The Grand Canyon,
gram: "I think criminal
Arches National Park, Monument
ju·stice is done very
Valley and the Petrified Forest
much like medicine in
served as laboratories for backthe 19th century-by
packing earth sciences and
the seat of the pants.
biological sciences students. The
One doctor gives you
two departments will sponsor a
castor oil, another
Hudson Bay
-·
loads you with
study-tour
in
leeches. If you die,
August which
you sought help too
will include
late. If you live, it's a miracle" ...
whale watching \a:::E:llil~.::JIII~ . - .
Mainframe and media blitz, sideand
a descent
bar and satellite met head-on durinto
a copper mine .... ln a talk on
ing Media Day. The theme was
. "Seven Varieties of Human Un"Communications Technology:
happiness" -depression, grief,
The Future is Today" ... lndian
sadness, dissatisfaction, disconAwareness Week speaker Vine
tent,
burn-out, despair-Wellness
Deloria, author of Custer Died For
Week keynoter Dr. John Brantner
Your Sins: "Government's atsaid: "Unhappfness rs fueled by
tempts to change tribal grouporiented society to a democracy · two misconceptions-that
chemicals are the solution, and
are idiocy. People are not equal.
that everything from human rela-.
- They are all different in expertionships to eggs in the market
ience and knowledge" ... Chairperare
supposed to be perfect: .. "
son John Carpenter (Chemi_stry)

Chairperson James ·Gottshall
(English) received a Bush Institutional Residency Grant to sponsor
a three-week residency by awardwinning novelist Tim O'Brien,
author of If I Die in the Combat
Zone _
and Going After Cacciato,
next spring at scsu ... Bush
Student/Faculty Research ·Grants
were received by Dr. Robert
Lavenda (Sociology, Anthropology
and Social Work) and Dr. Charles
Rehwaldt (Biological Sciences).
Lavenda will conduct a ten-week
ethnographic study- on central
Minnesota community festivals.
Aided by student Monica Myklebust, Rehwaldt will undert~k~
genetic experiments regarding
human leucocytes during mitotic
division ...

Kiehle Gallery shows included
sculpture by Joseph Aiken (Art),
conceptual art by Don Celender,
paintings by Minneapolis' Jane
Bassuk, paintings of the Tall
Ships inspired by Neill
Slaughter's (Art) summers at sea,
and a juried student show ... A
feast of foreign foods which capped a two-day Festival International drew 500 diners. Sponsors
were the International Student
Association ... Career Awareness
Program keynoter John Crystal,
co-author of What Color is Your
Parachute?, said Americans take
the wrong approach in letting
jobs dictate environment, and environment dictate leisure activities. He advocates the opposite-letting interests and hobbies
determine location, then surveying the area for job prospects."
It's suicide to go about it the orthodox way," he contends ... Kevin
Hluch (Art) received $5,000 from
the National ·Endowment for the
Arts and $1,500 from the Minnesota State Arts Board in support
of a traveling ceramic exhibition ...
The Theatre Department staged
student-directed plays and the
comedy "The Rivals" .... Handicap Awareness Week included a
demonstration by Don Bania, who
draws by holding a pencil in his

teeth. A quadriplegic as the result
of a hit-and-run accident, Bania
said: "I didn't take drawing seriously in high school because it
came so easily" ... Director Lora
Robinson (Institutional Studies
and Research) was one of 35 persons nationwide to receive an
American Council on Education
Fellowship in Academic Administration. She will intern in an administrative vice president's office ... Photo mosaics and 60,000
frames of aerial photographs
donated by Mark Hurd, Inc., of
Minneapolis, are being used for
instruction in the Geography Deartment. Current cost of commissioning the aerial surveys would
exceed $150,000 ... Music events
included the SCSU Opera Theatre
in ''Marriage of Figaro" and a
university-community Oratorio
Chorus performing Brahms, Bach
and Handel. .. Several campus
organizations sponsored a talk by
Harvard University's Dr. Gene
Sharp, whose non-violent defense
strategies are being studied in ·
Sweden and Denmark. He sug~
gested non-cooperation and defiance by trained civilians as an
alternative way of deterring internal takeover and invasion ... Fundraisers and contributions by fans
sent the Huskies baseball team
~o the islands of Oahu and Hawaii
tor eight days of competition ...
Vice President David Johnson
(Academic Affairs) was awarded a
Bush Summer Fellowship to participate in a five-week Institute for
Educational Management at Harvard University. He will study
financial planning, marketing and
government relations .
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Alpine adventure. Thirty-eight
travelers led by SCSU faculty members Or. Dennis Fields and Dr. Tony
Schulzetenberge will visit the great
museums and libraries of the Alpine
region during a June study tour. Stops
will include Amsterdam, Munich, Vienna, Salzburg, Interlaken and Frankfurt.
A home-stay with families in· Friedrichsdorf will provide the SCSU group
with a taste of Germany's famous
gemutlichkeit tradition.

Faculty exchange.' An - informai' exctiang'e
between SCSU, the University of WisconsinEau Claire and Northern Iowa University initiated visits to each campus by teams of
faculty and administrators. Participants
shared information on subjects such as curriculum development, student retention and
funding sources, and also took part in
special activities such as conducting
seminars, performing recitals and meeting
with students. Or. David Johnson, SCSU vice
president for academic affairs and project
coordinator, say_s t~e interchange will continue during the coming academic year.

ture, education and welfare will
be in the best interest of the
American public." Scheduled time
is 9:30 a.m. until noon WednesJune
day, June 17, in Stewart Hall
17 Charles Lindbergh MemorAuditorium.
ial Lecture: Liberal Sen.
Long a leader in the battle for
Julian Bond and conservacivil and human rights, Bond is a
tive publisher William
nationally syndicated columnist, a
Rusher debate effects of
frequent commentator on NBC's
the Reagan budget, 9:30
"Today Show" and author of A
a.m.-noon, Stewart Hall
Time to Speak, A Time to-Act, a
Auditorium.
study of the role of blacks in the
24 Theatre: Summer season
American political system. He
at Theatre L'Homme Dieu
recently was. named one of 200
near Alexandria-opens
important American leaders by
with Neil Simon's "ChapTime magazine.
ter Two" (see articie).
Rusher authors a thrice-weekly
July
column, "The Conservative Ad12 Art Fair: Sidewalk arts and
vocate," which is distributed by
crafts sale, 11 a.m.-9:30
United Press Syndicate to newsp.m., Campus Mall.
papers coast to coast. Called "terDr. Donal~ Sikkink
Lemonade Concert: Minne- rifyingly articulate, ..' by the New
of St. Paul, Sikkink will have an sota Orchestra outdoor
York Times, Rusher is a· frequent
performarice, 8:15 p.m.,
guest on the PBS program "Advo- opportunity to explore ways of
promoting "worldly knowledge"
Campus Mall.
cates" and during face-off
at
SCSU.
16-24 Conference: Institute on
debates on ABC's "Good Morning
This
spring Sikkink was one of
Athletic Administration,
America."
three faculty members in the State
9 a.m.-4 p.m., Halenbeck
Th~ Charles A. Lindbergh
University System to receive a ,
Hall South. Register by
MemoriaLLectures were iRitiated
Chancellor's
Fellowship for the
Ju-ne 26 thr ough SCSU'sin 1979 tq generate public disImprovement
of Student Learning.
Center for Continuing
cussion on the general theme of
The awards are part of a $989,950
Studies.
Minnesota's quality of life. The
19 Concert: All-State High
annual series was named for Lind- faculty development grant awarded to the System by the Bush
School Band Concert,
bergh because of his central MinFoundation in October.
2 p.m., Stewart Hall Audinesota background and his conSikkink's project, to be contori um.
cern for environmental issues.
ducted during the 1981-82 aca19-25 Elderhostel Session I: Redemic year, is entitled "Internasidential learning program
tionalizing the Curriculum." Comfor persons 60 years old
ponents will include a study of
and over.
the current degree of international
August
awareness among SCSU students,
2-8 Elderhostel Session II.
In a 1978 Change magazine
, and the development of a model
Note: To confirm scheduled events article on international awareness for integrating international
concepts within all academic
or obtain more information. call In- in America, George Bonham
departments.
reported
these
rather
alarming
naformation Services weekdays
Says Sikkink, "While SCSU has
during office hours (612) 255-3151. tional survey results:
one of the most comprehensive
-50 percent of all Americans did
International Studies Programs
not know that the United States
available to students, I'm conmust import petroleum.
cerned about the students who
-only one-third of all Americans
don't go ·abroad. The students of
could name a single member
today are the leaders, of tomoragency or institution of the
row, and they know almost
United Nations.
nothing about the nations which
-40 percent of high school senIs the Reagan mandate in the
will shape that tomorrow."
best interest of the American p~o- iors thought that Israel was an
He continues, "This may sound
Arab nation.
ple? Or will the reforms of today
Bonham concludes, "America's dramafic, but the truth of the matbreed regrets tomorrow?
ter is that the survival of the
Democratic Sen. Julian Bond, - young thus face a set of new naplanet is wrapped up in our ability
tional and international circumone of the most respected adto educate young peope in interstances about which they have
vocates of liberalism in America,
national understanding and cooponly the faintest of notions. They
and William Rusher, publisher of
are, globally speaking, blind, deaf eration."
William Buckley's conservative
and dumb; and thus handicapped,
Slkkink says his findings may
National Review magazine, will
suggest utilizing international stu_they will soon determine the
debate the long-range impact of
. dents and persons who have parfuture directions of this nation."
"Reaganomics" in SCSU's third
ticipated in SCSU's International
Dr. Donald Sikkink, SCSU proLindbergh Memorial Lecture.
Studies Program as classroom
fessor of speech communication
Free and open to the public,
lecturers. In addition, an "Internathe program will examine the pro- and assistant director of international House" mighf be estabtional studies, shares Bonham's
position, "Resolved: That the
1ished where American and
concern over students' internaeffects of changes in Federal
foreign students could live and
tional naivete. With the aid of
spending, as proposed by the
Reagan administration on agricul- a grant from the Bush Foundation _learn together.
4

World affairs focus
of Bush funding

Lindbergh Lecture:
Bond vs. Rusher

L'-Homme Dieu
season opens
June 24
SCSU's summer theatre program
will return to Theatre L'Homme
Dieu, a performing center overlooking Lake L'Homme Dieu near
Alexandria. The university-affiliated facility had hosted students
each summer for nearly two
decades ·tJntil last year, when an
on-campus program replaced the
traditional residency.
"The students are looking forward to serving as stage crew for
a troupe of professional actors;''
s·ays Dr. Richard Cermele, artistic
director and SCSU theatre professor.. About 15 students wi II
handle lighting, set design,
costuming and promotion chores,
he says.
The 1981 season will consist of
six comedies and two mystery
thrillers. Opening the season will
be Neil Simon's "Chapter Two"
June 24-28, followed by the
comedy- ' 'Marriage-G-o-Rou nd" by
Leslie Stevens July 1-5, and the
chilling "Night Must Fall" by
Emlyn Williams July 8-1,2.
Two humorous productions are
scheduled for mid-month, "Relatively Speaking" by Alan Ayckbourn is set for July 15-19 and
"The Marriage" by Nicolia Gogol
will run July 22-26. The suspensefilled "Laura" by Vera Caspary
and George Skiar is planned for
July 29-Aug. 2, followed by two
light pieces, "Vo.i ce of the Turtle"
by John van Drutten Aug. 5-9, and
"My Three Angels" by Sam and
Bella Spewack Aug. 12-16.
Curtain time for all productions
is 8:30 p.m. Tickets are priced at
$6. For ticketlnformation, call the
SCSU Theatre Department at (612)
255-3229 or the Theatre L'Homme
Dieu box office at (612) 846-3150.

The· flamboyant "Mrs. Malaprop,"
,,played by Solvelg Anderson, reacts
with mischievous delight In Richard
Sherlda11's romantic comedy "The
Rivals" staged May 11-18 at SCSU's
Performing Arts Center.

sa·teguafCfillQ ·hostages
Professor ·helps off ice rs learn
how to negotiate with captors·

Lectures by Dr. Barry Schreiber influence law enforcement practices.

Dr. Barry Schreiber call~ the old
style of hostage negotiations "the
Broderick Crawford approach."
"That's the classic movie scene
where a known felon is holding
an innocent family hostage in a
remote farmhouse," explains
Schrejber, assistant professor of
criminal justice studies at SCSU.
"The house •is ringed by squad
cars and an official in a felt hat
and trenchcoat shouts through a
bullhorn 'All right, Bruno, c'mon
out with' your hands up!' "
Unfortunately, in real life Bruno
doesn't always come out. And the
results can be tragic, particularly
in instances where the
·
consequences-in human life,
financial payments and even national political stability-are
escalated far beyond the felon- .
farmhouse situation.
Nearly every edition of the evening news includes at least one
such story: _rnillionaire_'s daughter
kidnapped by political terrorists,
well-known country singer abducted for ransom, guards held in
a prison riot, government official
held hostage.
·
Today's approach to hostage
negotiations goes far beyond the
bullhorn-and-badge tactics that
often worked a generation ago.
Teaching law enforcement officers the most effective ways to
negotiate effectively is one of
·Schreiber's areas of expertise. He
has conducted training seminars
,on hostage negotiations as well
-as crisis interventi~n, stress
reduction and behavior analysis.
He has been on the speaking circuit in several states as well as
the Netherlands. His training film,
"Domestic Disturbances: Officer
Safety an·d Cal_
ming Techniques,"
distributed nationally, was included in the 1979 American Film
Festival.
Schreiber says police 'response

between the captor and captives
to hostage-taking has changed
will begin to occur. The captor
significantly during the past two
will see his victims less ·as wordecades. Earlier, response was
thless objects and more as
characterized by the use of time
humans who don't deserve to be
pressure (setting deadlines for
harmed."
surrender), overwhelming fire
power,and the perceived morality
Because the bonding process
of the law. HostaQe encounters in is a primary means of increasing
t~e past also received c~nhostage safety, his most impors1derably less news media attentant adviqe to hostages is to
tion than they do today. If the infoster that process: stay calm,
cident happened in another coun- avoid provocation, follow instructry, the American public usually
tions, shun arguments, eat any
didn't hear about the crisis until
food offered. Schreiber enafter it was resolved. courages hostages to share their .
Contemporary law officers,
hopes, problems and family inforrather than setting deadlines
mation with their captor so that
("We're giving you ten minutes
they begin to have more in combefore we tome in after you,
mon.
Bruno"), are more likely to play
The contain and negotiate profor time, Schreiber says. "Time is cess includes other elements,
seen as an advantage rather than
such as restricting the captor and
a threat," he explains. "It tends to captives to one location, isolating
diminish tension and enables
the site, and limiting access to
negotiation to proceed."
food, water and outside communiOf the four ways police can
cation.
respond-assault, use of a sharp"Off ice rs try to make the captor
shooter, use of chemical agents,
dependent on them so that they
or contain and negotiate-the
have a bargaining position,"
first three tend to increase tenSchreiber explains. "By offering
sion and risk, Schreiber mainthe captor concessions, an
tains. "Today the emphasis is on
almost businesslike relationship
taking the least amount of risk."
develops which can lead to furSchreiber points out that the
ther negotiations. It becomes a
perceived morality of the law,
matter of 'We'll give you this if
which could inspire "macho"
you'll give us that'."
rescue attempts with disastrous
Contemporary police response
results, has taken a back seat to
also puts a premium on informasafeguarding the lives of innocent tion-gathering. Police need to
people. Military-style assaults are know everything they can learn
out of favor. "The pol ice have the about the perpetrator, the hostage
fire power, b_ut unlimited access
and the site. Does the captor have
to guns and ammunition is not
a history of physical or mental
the answer to a delicate hostage · illness? Previous arrests? Military
situation."
record? Does the hostage have
There are other-ways that time
medical problems that could
can be advantageous to authoricause disability or death without
ties; "With the passage of time,
..,treatment? Does the hostage site
drugs or alcohol the captor may
have possible escape routes,
have consumed will dissipate,
accessibility to telephones, a venallowing more rational thought,"
tilation system? This kind of inforsays Schreiber. "Also, bonding
mation gives the police more pow-

er and

confrol over the situation.
It was lack of information and
accessibility that made early
resolution of the Iranian hostage
situation all but imp9ssible,
Schreiber says. "Unusual circumstances prevented the United
States from exerting the leverage
usually applied in hostage situations. We were at a disadvantage
no matter what we tried."
.
Schreiber. points out that the
host .country was sympathetic to
the capfors. The terrorists were
perceived as the deliverers of
social justice. They worked handin-hand with the government.
Also, power and authority in the
revolutionary government of Iran
kept shifting so that American officials weren't sure who had ,the
power to free the hostages.
.
The United States had other critical problems: no single hostage
site, inability to limit the captors'
access to what they needed, and
high risk of engaging in overtly
aggressive acUons which could
have doomed the host_
ages.
An additional handicap to
negotiations, according to
Schreiber, was relentless .news
media coverage. One of the main
reasons the hostages were taken
was to enable the captors to air
their complaints against the
United States and the Shah's
regime. The news· media played
into their hands, he believes.
"People have taken hostages to
get what they wanted since Biblical times," Schreiber concludes.
"What is new is the taking of hostages for political purposes, a
strategy which relies on news
media participation for effectiveness. News coverage becomes
free advertising for an extremist
cause. In most instances, the
news media have been actively involved. Real life terrorism is news
because the sta.kes are high. It is ~
truly a matter of life and death."
5
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eel le nee at SCSU=:- nd a way of
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1
you who decided not to "leave"
l
the giving to others.
For more informat ion on giving
opportunities and fundraising acJ
i
tivities contact Darryl Ahnemann,
Development Office Director,
jf
\
Room 21 O Administrative Services
Building, St. Cloud State UniverScott Abbey (left), head of last year's St. Cloud community campaign, Is turning
·
\
sity, St. Cloud, MN 56301. Phone
over those duties to Lee Hanson. A member of the SCSU Follndatlon Board of
-~
(612) 255-3177.
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Private· gifts make-the difference at a public university
Why should I give money to a
state university that is supported
by tax dollars?
Because this question is often
raised when potential donors are
contacted by SCSU's Development Office, Lee Hanson, a
member of the SCSU Foundation
Board of Directors, was asked to
respond. Here is his answer:
The idea that state universities
have all their needs met by tax
dollars is a mistaken notion. This
has not been true in the past. It
will be even less true in the
future, since state and federal
governments face ever-increasing
budget problems. The gap
between the actual operating
costs of an academicallycommitted institution and the
money available from state ap6

propriations and student tuition
and fees is substantial. If academic excellence is to be maintained,
that gap must be filled through
private gifts.
. One method of giving to a university which is becoming
increasingly popular is called
"deferred giving." It takes many
forms. Perhaps the most common
approach is when a person who
does not know the extent of his
or her future needs arranges to
give a remainder interest in a
piece of property to the university. Examples of property which
might be considered as gifts to
the institution include real estate,
interest in contracts, and shares
of stocks or bonds.
Donating the remainder interest
in a piece of property simply

means that the giver continues to
enjoy the property and receive income from it for a specified time,
usually until death. Then the
university acquires the remaining
property to be used as designated
by the donor. If there is no remaining property, the university
has no claim on the remainder of
the giver's estate. The gift need
not include the entire remaining
property. Universities are
sometimes given a portion of the
remaining property with the
balance being divided among
other designated beneficiaries.
The donor receives an immediate income tax deduction for
the year ending in which the gift
was made for the discounted value of the gift based on two con .siderations: the current value of

the property and the donor's
life expectancy. Government
tables calculate the life expectancy and the amount of the discount.
To obtain the maximum deduction on federal and state income
tax returns, deferred gifts are best
timed to coincide with years in
which the donor is in high income
tax brackets. That is why many
donors start considering deferred
giving plans during or shortly
after their peak earning years:
The most important benefit of
deferred giving, however, is the
sense of satisfaction donors derive from knowing that they have
created a memorial during their
lifetime which will h~lp promote
academic excellence at the
university of their choice for many
years after their lifetime.

Giving and getting
with gift annuities

sum of assets, such as cash or
appreciated property, to an institution now with the agreement
that the institution will make
regular payments to him for the
rest of his life. In a sense, the .annuity is the reverse of a traditional life insurance arrar.gement.
The primary differences be-·
tween a commercial annuity and
a charitable ·gift annuity are the
benefits mentioned above. The individual who supports an institution under a charitable gift annuity agreement receives favorable
tax treatment, by-passes estate
taxes and probate costs, and enjoys the personal satisfaction of
contributing to a worthwhile
cause.

Gift annuity funds
Klein scholarship

One form of giving which is
receiving new emphasis at SCSU
is a type of deferred giving called
the "charitable gift annuity."
Under such an arrangement, the
donor enjoys several important
benefits.
First, there is the personal satisfaction one derives from supporting the programs and servlces
of the university, and from having
a voice in deciding how the gift is
to be used. Charitable gift annuities have been used to
establish endowed scholarships,
fund endowed academic chairs,
support faculty development proWhat determines rate?
grams, and for other purposes
First, a definition of the term
designated by the administering
"rate." In the gift annuity field,
Florence Klein Swanger
foundation . .
the rate is the percentage payable'
Such an agreement also proannually to a donor on the princi- A 1929 and '33 graduate in educavides _for very favorable tax treat.
pal given to the organization. For . tion, Florence Klein Swanger enment of the donor, since a
instance, if $10,000 is paid to the joyed a successful college career,
significant portion of the donor's
institution
and the rate is shown
followed by rewarding employpayments under the plan are taxin
the
rate
table
as
7
.1
%
,
the
anment as a social worker and
free. In addition, a portion of the
nuitant
receives
annually
7.1
perteacher,
as well as a tour with the
original gift can be taken as a
cent of the $10,000-or, $710.
U.S. Navy. She also participated
charitable deduction on the curThis meaning of the term "rate"
in the family business of owning
rent year's income tax. At the
is
different
from
the
definition
of
and
operating independent oil
time of the c;tonor's death the gift
"rate"
in
insurance
ci_rcles,
wh_ere
co,ripanies.
also· ,s not subject to es ate taxes
it means the premium rate that is
Now retired, she has decided to
or probate costs since it is no
charged
for
a
given~
amount
of
establish
an endowed student
longer a part of the giver's estate.
benefit.
scholarship
fund worth more than
Many people find tbe idea of
In general, the amount of a
$20,000 using a charitable gift ansecure lifetime payments very atcharitable gift annuity never
nuity agreement as the instrutractive. And, by delegating manment.
varies
and
is
fixed
when
payagement responsibilities of the
' Her primary reason for estabments begin. Another basic rule
gift to the Foundation, the annuilishing the fund is to create a
is that the older tbe annuitant,
tant also is relieved of bookkeepmemorial for her brother, Fred J.
the higher the rate of payment.
ing and administrative duties.
Klein, of St. Cloud. Monies are to
Even if the administering instituBeyond
this,
there
are
many
assist
needy students from any
tion were to manage the gift poorcollege of SCSU, with favor given
ly, the annuitant is guaranteed his variations. An annuity may cover
two lives, more than two lives, be to those attending the College of
due since he automatically has a
funded by appreciated property,
Education.
claim on the other assets of the
have
a
deferred
starting
date,
be
Swanger's feelings about her
administering body.
established by will rather than by brother, and the high ideals which
In practical terms, a charitable
the transfer of funds of a living
served as the catalyst for the
gift annuity is both a gift and a
person,
and
so
forth.
awards
program, are best told in
wise investment.
Details about charitable gift an- her own words. From her home in
What is an annuity?
nuities and the options available
McAllen, Texas, she writes:
An individual who wishes to
. to the donor may be obtained by
. "It is my°wish that candidates
purchase an annuity, either comcontacting SCSU's Development
for Fred J. Klein scholarships be
mercial or gift, transfers a lump
Office.
chosen with regard to high moral

standards as well as scholastic
abilities. Fred's determination to
succeed honestly and his belief
in education helped him to work
his way through school, develop
the family business, and provide
others in my family with an
education."
Swanger's father Charles Klein,
who established Klein Oil Co. on
St. Cloud's east side, was "probably the pioneer independent oil
distributor in Minnesota." His
unexpected death in 1928 left the
business to Fred, who had worked his way through Dunwoody Institute and had taken a west
coast job with Edison Electric.
Fred decided to increase sales
by lowering the price of gasoline
and cutting services to the minimum, thereby establishing the
"self-service" concept at his station.
According to Swanger, "Fred
denied himself a family life of his
own by supporting Mother and an
ill sister. He provided a feeling of
security for the family, helping
other members establish their
own independent oil businesses.
He put our younger brother, Be11jamin, through medical school
and me through college. Students
from St. Cloud State were Fred's

Fred Klein

A·n exainple: Changing rental income ·into anriuity dollars
An SCSU alumna, we'll call her
Margaret, is an enthusiastic supporter of the institution.
Memories of happy years on campus, coupled with a desire to help
other students enjoy a rewarding
university career at SCSU, made
Margaret,decide to lelve the in:
'stitution a sizable bequest at tne
time of her death. ,
A development officer helped
~argaret a~alyze her 'curxent iow
come sources and project her

financial future. After reviewing

ta.the

charitable gift annuity arrangement instead of a bequest. lhis is
why: "··'
In 1935, Ma~aret had,purch_a.s.ed
a three-story house, portions of
which she rented out as apartments. After 42 years she moved
to a syite at a senior citizen's
facility and rented out the entire
house. Mer net rental income,
after deducting utilities, insurance and taxes," was .$5,700, all
of whiQh was taxed ft ordin4l!Y inCortl$ rates. Siooe htlr ~

waa appf$18.8d at 1 ~

r

~It .

come tax charitable deduction
resulting in many thousands of
5.3 percent.
dollars in actual tax savings.
By transferring her property to
Even more important to Marfund a charitable gift annuity,
garet was that undei this arrangeMargaret was able to relieve
ment she was able to establish ,an
herself of burdensome manageendowed scholarship fund in the
ment responsibilities. She also in- name of her deceased son.
·creased her net income from
This is but one fictitious exarn$5, 700 to $11,;686 whicti was a
pie of how real property coufa be
jump in yield from 5.7 percent to . donated to a university in ex10.8 percent.
change for lifelong. income. Any
Margaret also chang'ed the
prQPerty-resldential, farm, or
QJ!ture of her lncome to: a) $1~318 commercial-which Is marketable
fax-exemp~ b) ••799 taxed «s ·
and baS assessable value also
loog-tetm ~•
o)
· ~ t,e-'transferred under a

gift annuity arrange-
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(Annuity Scholarship, continued)

·

large trust, earnings from which
will fund additional student
favorite employees and he had a
personal interest in their welfare." scholarships at SCSU. Sharing
equally in the proceeds are the
In spite of crippling arthritis, a
back injury and fierce competition St. Cloud Hospital, School of Nursing, College of St. Benedict and
from rival businesses, Fred Klein
continued to work long hours at
St. John's University.
the station in all weather. His
Also designated in the will is a .
sister urged him to retire, but his
$50,000 bequest to the SCSU
comeback was, "Why don't yo1,.1
Foundation. According to Darryl
retire? You don't need the work."
Ahnemann, director of developShe replied that she enjoyed what ment, the monies have not yet
she was doing-teaching school
been earmarked for specific
-too much to quit. Fred nodded
uses, since probate proceedings
"Likewise."
' are not complete.
Other bequests included
In 1964 Fred Klein died of a
-heart attack at the age of 62 while $25,000 to the St. Cloud Public
Library, where Halenbeck was a
" sitting in his favorite big chair."
Swanger feels that helping wor- board member for 39 years,
thy students through the new
$50,000 to St. Cloud Hospital and
$50,000 to the Sisters of the Order
scholarship fund will be " an add·
of St. Benedict, the order which
ed honor to Fred 's life," a life
which was enriched by hard work, operates the hospital.
" The Halenbeck bequest is a
high values and selfless dedication to helping others.
good examp le of ind ividual commitment to the mission of this
university," said President
Charles J. Graham. " Dr.
Halenbeck gave to SCSU because
he believed in it. He wasn't an
alumnus, nor did any of his family
attend here, yet he recognized the
critical importance of private gifts
to maintaining SCSU's quality of
education. The bequests which he
designated in his will during life
will continue to benefit individual
students and the institution long
after his death."
'

Halenbeck bequest
benefits SCSU

..,...

The SCSU Foundation
flourishes through
your gifts

New scholarship
aids .vocalists

Professor Emeritus John
Weismann, former Dean of Men,
1927-1969, has established an endowed memorial scholarship
within the Music.Department in
$94,675
the name of his wife, Dorothy.
Called the "Dorothy Weismann
Scholarship in Vocal Music," it is
limited to freshmen only.
Alumni and friends may contribute to the scholarship program at any time. Checks should
$43,712
be made payable to the SCSU
Foundation. Restrict your gift to
$54,864
the Dorothy Weismann Scholarship. Mail to: SCSU Foundation,
St. Cloud State University, St.
1977 1978 1979 1980
1977 1978 1979 1
Cloud, MN 56301. All gifts are tax-.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.____ _.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
deductible.

Community Campaign

Dr. Philip Halenbeck

January 26 marked the passing of
one of St. Cloud's most notable
benefactors, Dr. Philip L.
Halenbeck, at the age of 89. Born
the son of German immigrants in
Alberta, Canada, Philip Halenbeck
grew up to pioneer health care
services in central Minnesota.
In keeping with his commitment to betterment of the human
condition, Halenbeck was a
strong supporter of education. A
charter member of the SCSU
Foundation Board of Directors,
Halenbeck also initiated a
scholarship fund for students
with financial need and good
academic records.
Although neither Halenbeck,
nor his late wife Grace or their
two sons (who died in childhood)
were educated at SCSU, Philip
Halenbeck's support of the institution continued after his death.
His will established a second
8

More than 700 firms nationally
match funds contributed by
employees to colleges and uni•
versltles, thereby doubling the
amount of the gift. To determine
whether your employer Is a mat•
chlng gift company, contact
your personnel office. Firms
which have contributed to SCSU
In the past are listed at right.

Matching Gift Companies·
American Can Co.
Arthur Anderson and Co.
Bankers Life Co.
Clark Equipment Co.
Cray Research, Inc.
Cummins Engine Foundation
Dain Bosworth, Inc.

Deloitte, Haskins and Sells
Deluxe Check Printers, Inc.
DeZurik Corp. ·
Ernst and Whinney
Exxon Corp.
General Mills, Inc.
H. B. Fuller, Co.

Heublein, Inc.
Honeywell, Inc
International 8
Machines Cc
J. C. Penney C
Johnson's Wa>
Josten's, Inc.

~ President's

~
1980
$68,000

ilcome

Total Alumni Giving

231,519

$36,306 '

$10,216

1977 1978 1979 1980

usiness
rp.
D.
Fund, Inc.

Marathon Oil Co.
Martin Marietta Corp.
Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Corp.
Motorola, Inc.
Ortho Pharmaceutical Corp.
Smith Kline Foundation

Sperry Corp.
St. Paul Cos., Inc.
The Toro Co.
The Travelers Insurance Co.
World Book-Childcraft
International, Inc.

Club

University
Club

Darryl and Gloria Ahnemann
Alexander Grant and Co.
American Linen Supply Co.
John a.nd Pat Berling
Cargill, Inc.
Central Minnesota Arts Council
Color Craft Corp.
Cooper and Lybrand
Foundation
Mark B. Dayton
Detroit Diesel Allison
Drewery Photocolor Corp.
Ernst and Whinney Foundation
Fourth Cavalry Association
Fox and Company, CPA's
Fox Stanley Photo Rroducts, Inc.
Fuji Photo Film , U.S.A., Inc.
General Mills Foundation
HAH Tournament Fund
Jerry Woit, vice president for finance Olga E. Hulme
at Franklin Manufacturing, St. Cloud, J . C. Penney Co.
is president of the SCSU President's Kroska Datsun , Inc.
Club.
Cy Kuefler
Scott and Wendy Abbey
Burnell L. Larson
Bankers Systems, Inc.
Walter G. Larson
Brown Boveri Turbomachinery,
Tom Luby
Inc.
Main, Hurdman, and
Brutger Cos., Inc.
Cranstoun, CPA s
Bursch Travel Agency
Marco Business Products
D. B.' Searle's
May Bowle Benefit
Ken and Midge Dean
McGladrey, Hendrickson and Co.
DeZurik Corp.
Robert P. Meyer
First American National Bank
Minnesota Board of Realtors
Franklin Manufacturing Co.
Minnesota Asso~iation of
Charles and Bonnie Graham
Realtors Education Foundation
Gronseth Directory Service
Minnesota Chapter EDP
Toni and Kay Guggisberg
Auditors Association, Inc.
Philip L. Halenbeck
Minnesota Mining and
Burt and Janet Hanauer
Manufacturing Foundation
Lee and Janice Hanson
Timothy J. Murphy
Don and Arlene Helgeson
John R. Neumeier
Earl N. Henning
Northern States Power Co.
Hoerner Waldo(f Corp.
Northwestern Bell
William and Charlene Holes.
Kenneth Nyberg
Holiday Inn of St. Cloud
Optimist Club
Bob and Mary Jane Jennings
Otto Bremer Foundation
KCLD AM/FM Radio
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell
Klein Motor Co.
Foundation
Jack and Violet Kleinbaum
Photo Art Science Foundation
Alex and Phyllis Kroska
Glen A. Reed
McMahon, Hartmann, Amundson
SCSU Oratorio Chorus
and Co.
SCSU Stores
Jim and Marion Miller
Security Federal Savings
John and Mirth Miller
and Loan
John and Cathy Nelson
Robert E. Short
Northwestern Bank and Trust Co. Maybelle J. Smith
Gerald and Carole Otto
David Sprague
Richard and Ann Quinlivan
St. Cloud Toyota
David and Molly Renslow
St. Paul Cos., Inc.
St. Cloud Newspaper, Inc.
Touche, Ross and Co.
Roger and Kathy Schmidt
Vision Ease Corp.
Arlen and Gabriella Simi
Voigt's Motorcoach Travel, Inc.
John and Jackie Smith
Robert B. and Sohpia Whiteside
Eric and Margaret Spanier
Thom~s A. Zachman
John Spanier
Roland and Ruth Stromsborg
Jerry Thayer
·
David and Catharine van Nostrand NOTE: Members of the President's ·C~ub
give $1,000 annually for ten years for a fifeDonald and Jan Watkins
time membership or $1,000 annually for an
Robert and Alice Wick
annual membership. University Club memJerome and Diane Woit
bers give $500 to $999 or more annually.
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Century Club

B

James L. Altermatt
Americanna Inn
Anderson trucking
Service, Inc.
Angushire Golf Course
Dwain W. Applegate
Bachman Jewelers
The Barbers Hairstyling
Dorothy Barker
Baston Chevrolet Co.
Benson Funeral Home
Benusa TV and
Appliance, Inc.
Bernick's Pepsi-Cola

Bottling Co.
Bert's Transmission
Service
Bill's Beverage Co.
Alice Binger
James M. Binger
Blocher Outdoor Advertising Co.
~ob Anderson Agency,
Inc,
Bonanza Sirloin Pit
Winston W. Borden
Borgert Concrete
Products, Inc.
A. F. Brainard
Charles 0. Brainard
Ethelyn E. Brooks
Byerly's Super Valu
L. Ruth Cadwell
Camera Shop
Carleton L. Carlson
Dale R. Carmichael
Central Collection
Service, Inc.
Central-McGowan, Inc.
Cinema Entertainment
Corp.
Armin Clobes
Coborns, Inc.
Cold Spring Brewing Co.
Country_Kitchen
Howard Cronin
Clair Daggett
Dain Bosworth, Inc.
Dairy Queen
Dan Marsh ,Orugs
Dayton's
Irvin P. Oeneed
0. J. Bitzan Jewelers
Louis Dobbs
Michael H. Donohue
Dennis M. Drake

Robert W. Earles
Susan Edwards
Embers Restaurant
LaWayne Enke
Erickson, Estate of
Clara H.
Dennis M. Fabel
Fabricare Center
Ferche Millwork
Dennis Fields
Fingerhut Corp.
First Bank of st. Cloud
Fitzharris Athletic
Clarence Fogelstrom
Ruth Gant
Gateway Motel
Agnes Gaumnitz
Curtis Ghylin
Granite City Jobbing
Co., Inc.
Karell Guzman
Martha Hahn
Halberstadt's Men's
Clothiers, Ltd.
Hazel B. Hansen
Wesley Hanson
Wesley L. Hanson
Harley Davidson, Inc.
Herberger's
John E. Herges
Andrew Hilger
Jerome J. Hirshfeld
Sylvia E. Hitchcock
Doug Holzkamp
Kevin J. Hughes
Independent School
District 271
Jack's Bicycle Shop
Jack's of Minnesota
Helen L. Johnson
James w. Johnson
Ruth Johnson
Richard N. Jones
Pamela Justus
Alvin M. Kern
Ronald Klaphake
Keith Knutson
KVSC-FM Birthday Benefit
Landwehr Heavy Moving
Lar::itz Optical
G. Louise Larson
Larson, Allen, Weishair
and Co.
Dennis R. Lassila
Richard Lauber
John c. Laughlin
Jim Legg
Donald J._Leininger
Liberty Loan and
Thrift Corp.
John G. Leiser
Myloe J. Loberg
Louis A. Loes
Richard Lord
Tom Macgillivray
D. Russell McCarthy

McDowall Co.
Tom McGrath
Bob McGregor
Richard C. Megarry
Bennett D. Melin
Metro Gallery of Homes
Mille.r Pontiac
Minnesota Academy
of Science
Minnesota State High
School League
Terry Montgomery
Monumental Sales and
Manufacturing Co.
Gary W. Morgal
Robert E. Myers
Nahan Printing, Inc.
National Bushing
N. B. Nelson
Royce N. Nies
M. Gene Niswander
Northwestern Bank of
Sauk Rapids
Noel Olson
Ruben L. Parson
Myron N. Peterson
Thomas M. Peterson Plaza Park State Bank
Piper, Jaffray and
Hopwood, Inc.
Pirates Cove
Cyril W. Plattes
Plaza West Hair
Styling, Inc.
Leroy P. Poganski
Purity Dalry Foods, Inc.
William Radovich
Real Estate North Central
States, Inc.
Sherwood Reid
Robert J. Reinholz
Kenneth M. Reither
Dennis M. Ringsmuth
Robert Half of
Minnesota, Inc.
Rubald Beverage Co., Inc.
David 0. Sadler
Joseph J. Sayovitz
Schabel Beverage Co.
G~9rge H. Scharber
Richard Schlorf
John M. Schulzetenberg
Glenn 0. Schwanberg
SCSU Aero Club, Inc.
Sears Roebuck Co.
Skatin' Pla~e, Inc.
Dale J. Sm1~h
Gary R. Smith
Michael M. Spanier
St. Cloud Ar~a Chamber
· of Commerce
St. Cloud Jobbing Co.
St. Cloud Medical Group
St. Cloud National Bank
St. Cloud Realty, Inc.
St. Cloud Track Club

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Offoc:eofth•Pr-t

Dear Fri ends:
For many years St. Cloud State has held the distinction of being one of the
,exemplary state colleges and universities in the nation. This achievement
was the direct result of a strong conmftment to excellence fn teaching and
service.
Recent reports on the lack of appropriate financial support for St. Cloud
Stjlte indicate that the very foundation of this tradition of excellence fs
being threatened. The administration identified the problems as excessive
inflation and recent setbacks in the level of funding provided by the State
bf Minnesota. As a college president, I c_
an fully understand the dimensions
of the problem, and I can also appreciate the call that President Graham has
made to assist in the· solution of the problem. When I read his statements
in the recent issue of Outlook, I wrote to Chuck and asked ff in addition to
providing financial assistance ff I could also be active in the appeal process.
Hence, this letter to you.
Whenever I am approached by an organization looking for financial support, I
find 1t fqiortant to assess the need for support and the ability of the leadership to use resources .effectively and efficiently. The need is there -- without
our financial assistance there is no question that the quality or the breadth,
or both aspects of the institution will be seriously threatened.
St. Cloud State has an outstanding president in Chuck Graham, and I have absolute
confidence that he will judiciously use any private funds that are provided.
I worked with Chuck as Vice President for Administration and I have a great
deal of admiration for how highly he values and protects the quality of the
academic experience at St. Cloud State.
The intent of this letter 1s to ask you to join with me in supporting the call
for financial help. Personally, I plan to make a four year pledge fn an effort
to return to the University value for value received during the four satisfying
yea rs that I spent on the campus.
·
Yours for continued excellence for St Cloud ~ t a

/

/

',, . -w;J;,}~

rendan J.
Donald
President
Kearney S ate College

An alumnus ('54) and former SCSU
vice president for administration and
planning, Dr. Brendan J. McDonald is
presently chief administrator of
Kearney State College, Kearney, Neb.

James F. Stanek
Thomas R. Stanton
Sy-Ray Plumbing and
Heating, Inc.
Allen R. Tank
Technology Dept., SCSU
Tire and Tread
Twin City Chapter
of Photographic
Scientists and
- Engineers

Twin City Federal Saving
and Loan Association
Donald B. Tibbetts
Mary Torpy
Tri-County Abstract
Janette A. Trimble
Trojan Playground
Equipment and
Manufacturing Co.
Viking Coca-Cola Bottling
James W. Vonderharr

Thomas E. Wadhams
C. S. Walker
Dennis Watkins
Brayton P. Watts
Jay H. Wein
John J. Weismann
Fred R. Welsch
Wimmer Opticians
Thomas J. Winkel
Dale Zaiser
William Zweiner

pa rents Association

J . A. Abullarade /James Alker /Arlene Allen /Clarenpe Alsaker /Audrey Anderson /Dean Anderson /James Ande~son
~
Ron Anderson /Alex Antus /Robert Baldwin (Thomas Barrett /Noel Beaudette /Richard Becker /Harvey Behrenbrinker
•
Dale Benson /Evelyn Berens /Gerld Berg /Henning Berggren /Joel Bergstrom /Jerome Bernauer /Donald
Berndt /James Bierschbach /David Bissen /Dale Boerner /A. Richard Boisclair /Roger Bonfe /Kenneth Boring Calvin Braastad /Dennis Brandstetter /Janez Bren fThomas Brodin N . Thomas Brown /Louis Brunner /James
Brusehaver /Paul Bryan /Frank Buck /Henry Buck /Melvyn Budke /Maxine Buehler /Robert Buldhaupt /John Burgeson /Clifton Cameron /Leslie Campbell /Boyce Carsella /Anthony Caucci
Leslie Chisholm /Delmar Chistensen /James Christensen /Ray Christensen /James Christian fThomas Cummings /Phillip Dahlen /Earl Dahlke /James Dawson /Jerome Dailey /Mary
Pat Deleo /Beverly Deppa /Richard Deschriver /William Desilet /Edward Dheilly /Doug Dickhausen /William Dolle /Marcella Dotzler /Marvin Drevlow fThomas Eck /Wiletha Eckhardt_ .
Irving Egeland /Dale Emerson /Harry Erb /Nita Ericksen /Sidney Erickson /Bernard Eull /Lola Fick /Arthur Fisk /Larry Fix /Leroy Flaata /Myron Fiann /David Frazier (Thomas Fullerton
Myron Galles /Gene Gates /Kathy Geiss /0. C. Gibson /Laverne Gilbertson /Frank Gilligan /Dale Goenner /Gerald Goering /Richard Graf /Marven Grina /E. Allan Gustafson /Ross Haidle
Robert Haislet /J. H. Hamilton /Allen Hanson /Gary Hardin /Eunice Harris /No·rrnan Hays /Jim Hazzard /Rose Heck /Robert Hedburg /Harlan Heidecker /Jerry Herzog /Eugene Hey Janet Hickenbottom /Edward Hill /Peter Hille /John Hoffman /Joseph Hoover /Robert Horgen /Earl Huber /Donald Huntington /Charles Huselid /Duane Imig /Melvin Jackson /O_arrell
Jacobson /Darrell Jensen /David Johannes /Ronald John /Alvin Johnson /Guy Johnson /Irving Johnson /Ronald Johnson /Eugene Juneski /Conrad Kaluza /Francis Kasal /Bernard Keating
Henry Kedrowski /Mary Lois Keeter /Norval Kelley /George Kemp /M. E. Kerkhoff /James Kim /Gerald Knapp /L. F. Knutson /James Kochevar /Kenneth Koehnen /Dale Kohman n..eo Koll /Shin
Koyoma /Floy Kuntz /Steve Lange /Robert Larson /John Lavigne /William Lavio /Lamona Legeros /Richard Lennes /Thomas Lewandowski /Darrell Lilleberg /Frank Lindell /Roger Linder
John Little /Monica Loch /James Loney /Robert Lovdahl /Martin Lueders /Earle Luikens /Kenneth Lukes /Jane Lund /Melvin Lund /Don Malinowski /David Marquardt /Ron McDonald
Neil McKay /Milton Medeck /Stephen Metzger /Arnold Meyer /Harold Miller fTruman Mohn /Earl Morse /Leonard Muellenbach /James Munns /Lucille Musolf /Jerry Narveson /Robert
Nash /Donald Nelson /Gordon Nelson /Jenner Nelson /Robert Nelson /Sharon Nelson /Elmer Neu /Donald Newell /Phillip Niemeyer /Deon Nordquist /Allan Novak /Michael O'Brien
Gerald O'Connor /Bruce Oliphant /Charles Olson /Margot Olson /Watter Olson /Ronald Opheim fThomas Orr /Robert Pendergast /Ron Peters /Richard Peterson /Richard Pike /Armand
Pilon /Richard Pokorny/Alex Polfliet /Richard Pollei /R. W. Popple /Robert Rader /0. H. Rash /Forest Rathbun /Ray Rauch /Gale Rehnberg /Pauline Reichert /M. J. Richards
J. A. Rieffer /Sheldon Rivkin /Paul Robak /Gordon Robideaux fThomas Robinson /A. John Roller /Leslie Rudell /Clarence Rueter /Wayne Ruona /James Rushing /Walter Rydberg
John i:,ylander /Edmund Sand /John Sanders /Paul Schafer /Norman Schmitt /Cyril Schmitz /Leon Schnobrich /Jack Schuck /Elton Schuette /Charles Schuler /Anthony Schulzetenberg
William Sevilla /John Sheehan /Neal Siewert /John Simser /Jean Small /Donald Smith /Leonard Smith (Thomas Smith /Richard Snell /Charles Spring /Albert Steinbauer Howard Steiner /Earl Stenson /Kenneth Stille /Michael Stolte /Dennis Sutter /Arnold Swenson /Roger Swenson /Frank Swensrud /Robert Sylvester /James Tenter /Lawrence Terry
Philip Theobald /Arthur Thesenvitz /John Thimijan /Leo Thomas /James Thompson /Richard Thompson /James Threinen,/L. P. Tillemans /Eugene Tisdell /Joe Tomascak /Norb Torborg
S. H. Tufvesson /Donald Turgeon /Michael Ubl /Donald Vance /Robert Verkuilen /Albert Vogel /Robert Voight /David Voorhees /Gary Walte·r /Ken Waterman /Donald Watkins /Robert Webber
Doris Weber /Merle Weflen /Hiel West /Wayne Westergren /Glen Weum /Alvin Wilcox /Leland Winge fTony Winkler /James Wolfe /Lloyd Wood /Wayne Wooden /Donald Zackrison
Ronald_Zaczkowski _/Lyle Zimmerman IS. J. Zimny /Dave Zitur /Richard Zweber _
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George Aalto /Bruce Adams /Christine Adolphson /Gary Agren /Bruce Ahlstrand
Thomas Allen /Lynn Almer /American Legion Post 76 /Candice Ames /Kenneth
Ames /Behzad Aminkazemi /Chris Amundson /Audrey Anderson /Dean Anderson
Dolores Anderson /Frances Anderson /Jack Anderson /Jorgina Anderson
Leonard Anderson /Ordell Anderson /Pat Anderson /Pearle Anderson /Richard
Anderson /Robert E. Anderson /Robert H. Anderson /Roger Anderson /Roland
Anderson /Thomas Anderson /Vernon Anderson /Julie Andrzejewski /Rod
Anfenson /Apollo Agency /Apperts Frozen Foods, Inc. /Mike Arnold /Linda
Arvidson /Marie Asner /J. P. Auer /Merton Auger /Edward Aune /Norma Ause
Elvie Avery /Sylvia Babb /William Bach /Marie Bailey I
Howard Baird /Edna Baker James Baker /Linda' Balko /Louis Ball /Carol Bangsund
Emma Barber /Gary Bartlett /Mary Jo Bartos /Charlie Basch /William Bauer
Elizabeth Baumgartner Judy Beaulieu /David Bechtold /Donald Bechtold /Robert
Becker /Karen Beckers /Douglas Behrens /Betty Lou Berg /Elsie Berg /Jean Berg
Robert Bergherr /Ruth Bergien /Lillie Bergman /0.onna Berscheid /James Bertran
Steph_en Beseres /Henry Bettendorf /Beumer Plumbing and Heating, Inc. /Allan
Billey /Binnie's Flower Shop /Alice Binsfeld /Howard Bird /Vera Bjork /Woodrow
Bjork /Dick 8jur /Willis Black /Richard Blair /Darlene Balzek Joan Bleser /John
Bloom /Lucile Bloom /Patricia Bohanon /James Boie /Marion Bonestroo /Edward
Bonk /James Bonneville /Patrick Boran /Linda Boser
Mabel Bowen /Muriel Brand /Dorothy Brandner /Richard Brandt /Gerald Braun /Donald Brever /Wilbur Brewer./Michael Brinda/
/Allen Brink /Gwen Broich
Frank Brown /Muri BroJ,Yn /Rojanne Brown /Louis Brunckhorst /E. Scott Bryce /Kenneth Buckeye /Carl Buckman /Jennie Budack /David Burbank /Burger King Corp. /Daniel Burke
Donald Burke /Martin Buse /Howard Buska /David Campbell /Catherine Capistrant /Karen Cardy /David Carlson /James Carlson /Kent Carlson /Leland Carlson /Susan J . Carlson /Thorsten
Carlson /William Carlson /Carlson Sports, Inc. /Philip Carpenter /Ralph Carr /Michael Carson /Mildred Ca!son /Michael Casserly /Century 21 Buford-Realty of Willmar, Inc. /Marjorie
Chambers Barbara Chester I
/Dan Chistenson /Alice Christen /Jo Ann Christensen /M. Irene Christenson /Clem Claseman /Virginia Clendenin /Everett Cline
Paul Colbert /Edward Colletti ID. Ray Collins /Crystal Connolly /Barrett Conor /Carol Constant /Avis Converse /James Coole /Robert Coole /Isabel Cornwell /Anita Corrigan /Kevin
Costigan /Lois Cox /Peter Coyle /Edward Crane /James Crenna /Grace Cunningham /Gerald Dahle /Edward D~hlgren /William Dalman /Lloyd Danzeisen /Sally Dare /Erwin Davis /Joan
Davis /Kathryn Davis /Clinton Dawson /Gilbert Dawson /Mike Deangelo /Carl Dehnke /Lois Delahunt /Gary Delaney /Robert Delich /Philip Derosier /David Deschene /Glenn Deutz /Kathy
DeYoung /Vernon Deziel /Diefman's Food Market, Inc. /Larry Dittman /DJV Enterprises, Inc. /Joseph Dobrenski /Ronald Doll /Rosamond Doty /Dennis Drake /Minnie Drayton /Pamela
Dugas /Robert Dunford /Thomas Dunlap /Jeanette Dunlop /Richard Durand /Brian Dyball /Harold Eastlund /Maymie Ecker /Simon Ecklund /Hazel Edes /George Ehara /Erin Eiff
Electric Motor Service, Inc. /Denise Elert /Donald Ellery /Fran Ellis /Isabel Ellis /David Ellwood I
/June Elmes /Robert Elmgren /Loren Else /Scott Elton
Evelyn Engen /Erik Englebretson /Leo Engler /Alice English /Frederic Engman /Joanne Ennever /Oscar Enroth /Elisabeth Epstein /C. Jeffrey Erdmann /Patricia Erger /Aldys Erickson
Daniel Erickson /George Erickson /John Erickson /Lane Erickson /Marcus Erickson /Elroy Erie /Charles Ernst /Erma Evans /Jerome Eveslage /Faculty Wives and Women 's
Association, SCS!J /Andy Faith /Elizabeth Fauver /Ralph _Fennig /Dan Ferris I
/Virginia Fiegel /Dorothy Field /Nancy Figge /Timothy Firstbrook /James
Fischer /Dennis Fisher /Jim Fitzharris /Michael Flaherty /Robert Flolid /James Fogo /Mary Fogo /Sharyn Forbes /John Forcier /Marian Frank /Mel Frederick /Gerald Fredson
Charles Freeman /William Freudenberg /Ben Friedrich /Cynthia Friis /Verna Frounfelter /Gerald Furst /Ethel Furuli /John Gabler /Stanley Gaffin /Roma Gans /Donald Ganzer
Bessie Gardner /John Gau /Randy Gaydon-Wegman /Marvin Gens /Andrew George /Sandra George /Earl Gerard /Harold Gerritz /Florence Gerten /Geyer Rental Service /Michael
Giambruno /John Gibbs /Gladys Gilbert /Mary Gilbertson /Shannah Gillespie /Phyllis Glaser /June Goerner /Roger Goenner /Christopher Gondeck /Matthew Gonring /Pamela Gonsalves
Robert Gonzales /Anna Gorham /Betsy Gould /James Graeve /John Grams /Thomas Grams /Granite City Court Club /Granite City Ready Mix, Inc. /H . Peter Grant /Glen Gray /Marlene
·Griffith /Marilyn Gunnink /Yvonne Gustafson I
/Llllian Gustavsen /Ann Guthmill~r /Mabeth Gyllstrom /W. Evelyn Haarstick /Duane Hackett /Richard Hageman
Owen Hagen /William Hagenbuck /Richard Halbert /Marie Hallberg /Thomas Halvorson /Patricia Hanauer /Viola Hanley /Gerald Hannula /Jennie Hansen /Richard Hansen /Jerome
Hanson /Joseph Hanson /Orville Hanson /Susan Hara /William Harazim /Bruce Harjung /Henry Hartig /Clayton Hartman /Janet Harty /Bob Hartzell /Judith Harvey /Donald .Hasbrouck
Rita Hasser /David Hauge /Dorothea Haugrud /Lois Havlicek /Dennis Hayden /Gregory Hayenga /Henry Hebert /Ralph Heimdahl /Paul Heine /Linda Heinen /Evelyn Heinricks /Chester
Heinzel /David Hellwig /W. Joseph Helm /Betty Hemen /Duane Henkelman /Dwight Henkelman /Richard Hering /Ailene Herrir1g /James Herron /Harlan Hewitt /M. A. Hewitt
Margaret Hilgart /Lauretta Hinkemeyer /Ralph Hinkemeyer /Patricia Hirl /Terrence Hirschi /Earl Hobbs /Harold Hoelscher I
/Jeffrey Holmberg /William
Holmberg /Charles Holmstrom /Peter Holste /Carmen Hoium /Pamela Hope /Barbara Hopwood /Curtis Horkey /Jean Horn /Leif Hougen /House of Pizza /Roger House /Richard
Howell /John Hurd /Marva Hutchens /Donald Hyatt /Effie llstrup /Industrial Arts Supply Co. /John Ingram /Ellsworth Ironside /Michael Isakson /Robert Jacobson /Ruddella
Jacobson /G. D. Jadwin /Rose Jaeger /Michael Jahn /Thomas Jake! /Diane Jar:nison /Edna Jarvis /Danny Jensen /Robert Johannes /Mike Johns /Catherine Johnson /Darrell Johnson
Donald Johnson /Duane Johnson /Edna Johnson /Elsie Johnson /Genevieve Johnson /Gerald G. Johnson /Gerald T. Johnson /Greg Johnson /Greg D. Johnson /Jane Johnson
Judith Johnson /Larry Johnson /Leslie Johnson /Louise Johnson /Mabel Johnson /Mark Johnson /Michael Johnson /Ronald A. Johnson /Steven G. Johnson /Steven W. Johnson
Victoria Johnson /Charles Jonaitis /Evan Jones /Richard Jorgensen /Thomas Joseph I
/Blanche Joyce /Debra Judd /Laura Kadelbach /Frederick Kaiser /John
Kaiser /A. Kalinowski /Bonnie Kamps /Bruce Kane /Richard Kappa /Steven Karels /John Kasper /Melvin Kazek /Michael Keers /John Keller /John Kelly /Kelly Kelzenberg /Kennedy
Faculty Senate /B. J. Keppers /Kenneth Kerkhoff /LoFen Kesler /Stephen Kettells /Patrick Kidder /Pauline Kiehle /Oarwyn Kietzmann /John Kilkelly /Robert Kimball /Karen Kimble
Earline King /Mary King /James Klaseus /Larry Klimstra /Iris Klinefelter /Alton Klucas /David Kluk /Eddie Klun /Martha Knudsen /Leighton Knudson /Stephen Knudson /Michael Koehler
James Koenig /Lila Koester /Mary Kollodge /Robert Korfhage /Michael Koterba /David Kraby /Elnora Kraft /Jacie Krafue /Gregory Kraushaar /Bob Kremer /Susan Kremer
Don Kringlund /Amy Krupp /Cy Kuefler Jr. /Kathryn Kuitunen /Carole Kyllo /David Lahren /Sue Lambert /Lee Lamson /Linda Lamwers /Susan Langer I
Joseph Langteau /A. Date Lappe /Raymond Lardy /Marjorie Larimer /Norman Larsen /Jeffrey Larson /Lila Larson /Michael Larson /Neil Larson /Roy Larson /Tim' Lavoi /Carol Lawton
Debra Lechner /Regina Lehn /Jerome Lehtola /Eugene Leibel /Donald Leininger /Louis Leipold /John Leisen /Vernon Leitch /William Lenz /Mary Leoni -/David Levine /Nancy Lien
Vivian Lightfoot /Elwood Lindberg /Freda Lindenberg /Gary Lindquist /Mark Lindquist /Harold Linn /Mark Linneman /Ann Lintgen /Daniel Lipinski /Eunice Lodoen /Roger Lohmann
Richard Long /Mary Longley /Will Lorette /John Loxterkamp /Earl Luckemeyer /Tillie Luitjens /Glenn Lund /Natalie Lund /Lajla Lundahl /Myrtle Lunemann /Douglas Magnus
Anne Mahoney /W. Timothy Malchow /Sam Marcella /Roberta Margo /Howard Marquardt /Leonard Matinetto /Nona Mason /Roberta Mather /Richard Mattero /Howard Matthias /Arline
Mattson /Gary Mau /Lucite McCall /Donna McClelland /Michael McCullough /Judy McDonald I
/McDonald's Restaurant /Kathleen McFarland /Cynthia
McGannon /Betty McGillivray /Mildred McGonagle /Martin McGowan /Francis McGuire /Roland McKee /Frances McKenzie /Mary McKeown /Ruth Mclaughlin /Mary McManus
Kathleen McNamer /Alexander McWilliams /Daniel Medin /Dennis Meemken /James Melville /Howard Merriman /Richard Mesenburg /Darleen Metcalf /Metzroth's Clothing Co. /David
Meyer /Roy Meyer /Meyer Associates, Inc. /Sharon Meyerring /Donald Miller /Donald P. Miller /Steven Miller /James Minor /Warren Misiewicz /Mark Moberg /Modern Living, Inc.
Catherine Moe /Carol Moehnke /Anna Moengen /Roger Moening IC. H. Mogck /Molitor Excavating, Inc. /Ben Moore /Marva Moos /Bernell Moren /Jeraldine Morgan /Thomas Morgan
Clair Morrison /David Mortensen /Ron Morton /Patricia Moss /Jocelyn Muggli /Catharine Mulder /Patrick Mullen /Patricia Murphy /Diane Nagengast /Andrew Nappi /Lillian Neils
Connie Nelson /Francis Nelson /Gary Nelson /Colonel Nemec /Gerald Nevland /H . Page Nicholson /Claudette Nordell /Northern Cablevision, Inc. /Northern Wire Products, Inc.
Northwest Fibr-Glass Supply , Inc. /Wlliam Nunn I
/Geraldine Nwokobia /Leslie Nyberg /Olga Nystrom /O'Malley Buick AMC, Inc. /Kay O'Brien /Michael
O'Connell /Jay Odegard /Tom Ogdaht /Sheila O'Halloran /George Ohman /John Olinger /Timothy Olmscheid IL Mary Olsen /Beth Olson /Carolyn Olson /Curtis Olson /Georgia
Olson /Lillie Olson /Mildred Olson /Ted Olson /Wallace Olson /Thomas O'Neil /Barbara Ostby /Gustave Osterberg /Gladys Oven /David Owens /Timothy Ozark /Ronald Paggen /Carmen
Palazzari /Ardis Palm /Arthur Palmer /Lois Palmer /Palmer Printing Co. /James Pape /Par-Lin Enterprises /Gregg Paulson /Randy Pearson /Richard Pearson /Valborg Pearson /Dorothy
Peck /Clara Pederson /Maxine Perish /Frank Pesek /Joy Peters /A. A. Peterson /Anna Peterson /J . Harold Peterson /Jan Peterson /Marie Peterson /Terrance Peterson /Timothy Peterson
Rosemary Pitonic /Lynn Pettit /Gerald Pfeffer /Mary Phillips /Ellen Pickering /Julianne Pixley /Roger Poganski /Roger L. Poganski /Arne Pokela /W. Foster Poole /Pat Potter
Powers Surgical Specialties /Fred Pramann /Joanie Presutti /A. Kenneth Price /A. Scott Prochnow /Professional Crown and Bridge IT. Jeffrey Prowda I
/Boyd
Purdom /Clara Putney /Barbara Quade /Julia Quady /Marion Quinn /Rex Raine /Robin Rainford /Kenneth Ramler /David Rastetter /Barbara Rea /Harold Reed /Robert Regnier /Catherine
Rehder /William Reilly /Reinert Homes, Inc. /Alan Reiter /Charles Rengel /Ladonna Reynolds /James Rhyner /Patricia Rice /Cresence Richards /Ronald Richards /Lucinda Rigas
Robert Riggs /Rpbert Riitters /Douglas Risberg /Brad Ristamaki /Margaret Roach /Donn Robertson /Marilyn Rodgers /William Rodgers /Bernice Roe /Ron Roeder /Ed Rogosheske
•
Valerie Rogosheske /Alice Ross /William Ross /Mark Rossi /Marcia Roush /Ruth Rowe /Eileen Rudd /Alice Rude /Annabelle Ruhland /Gary Rupp /William Ruzin /John Ryan /Gary
Sabourin /Clara Sabrowsky /Michael Sager /St. Clo1,1d Hardware, Inc. /Richard Salmela /Sammy's Pizza /Murrel Sandholm /Carolyn Sandquist /Roger Sandquist /Joycelyn Sanford /Warren
Satterlee /Marian Sawyer /Scenic Sign Corp. /Fae Schefer /Mark Scharenbroich /Alvin 'schelske /Joyce Scheneker /Ole Schey ID. Schiemanh /Mary Schindler /Steven Schlichting /Del
Schtuchter /Arvilte Schmidt /Lyle Schmidt /Tom Schmidt /Nancy Schmitz /Elizabeth Schmoker /Christina Schnee /Annette Schneider /Tim Schnettler /A. Scott Schofield /School
Calendar Company /Harley Schroeder /William Schultz /Judith Schulze /Alan Schulzetenberg /Dale Schutt /Maybelle Schwartz /Jo Schwichtenberg /Bradley Schwieger
/John Screeden /Carol Seaman /Charles Seefeldt /Cecelia Seehusen /Darene Seehusen /Thomas Senne /Josephine Sevada /Stanford Sheggeby /Dena
Shenk /Joanne Sher /Jeffrey Shimek /Mildred Shogren /Saito Shoichiro /Michael Sieben /Daphne Siegert /Florence Siegmund /Ruby Sifritson /John Simonett /Jean Sinclair /Charles
·Sjoquist /Bruce Skalbeck /Bernice Skocpol /Kent Small /Richard Smith /Sheryl Sostarich /Harold Spanier /Robert Spilane /Patricia Spleiss /Murray Srock /Edward Stack /Philip Stangl
Thomas Stapel /Elizabeth Starry /Judy Steeber /James Steiner /Stemm Transfer and Storage, Inc. /Ernest Stennes /Michael Stensrud /Duane Stensvad /Robert Stevens /Anne Sfoll
Eugene Storms /Larry Strand /Richard Strandberg /Laura Strommen /Leslie Studer /William Studer /Gloria Stuntebeck /Eugene Sublett /Leah Subotnik /Lauri Sulander iKristi Sullivan
Marcia Summers /Lawrence Sundby /Florence Swanger /Constance Swanson /Sandra Swanson /Esther Swearingen /Marguerite Sweeny /David·Swennes /Deanna Swenson'/Dooglas
Swenson /Elizabeth Swiderski /Hazel Szafranski /Dave Tate /Steven Teders /Ronald Teff I
/Lillian Teisberg /Kristi Teske /Marlys Tester /Douglas Tha-rp
Maureen Thayer /Jerome Theisen /Richard Theisen /Robert Thielman /Lawrence Thomforde /Gary Thompson /Mike Thompson /Paul Thompson /Stephen Thompson /Janice Thomse.n
Chris Thorvig /Helen Thronson /Janice Tillman /Tomlyano's Pizza /John Treacy /Tru-Stone Corp . /Denny Tufte /Richard Tuveson /Wilhelmine Ulven /United -Granite Sales /Seven11n
Urbank /Greg Valen /Everett Vanakin /Marion Vanhaur /Sylvia Varner /Marguerite Versteeg /Gregory Vettrus /Andrew Virden /Steven Virnig /Francis Voelker /Bradley Voelz /Donna y-6gt
Jerry Vos /Paul Vranish /Mark Vukelich /Gladys Walden /Waldo's Pizza Joynt /David Walsh /Thomas Walsh /Captain G. Wandmacher /John Ward /Stephen Warner tiames Warrerr
Jerome Way /Robert Weaver /Thomas Weaver /Thomas Webb /Mark Weber /Wednesday Night Bridge Club /Mary Weeks /Rose Weidner /Pearl Weisbrod /Joh,,. Weitzel
James Wenck /Ethel Wennerblom /PhylJis Werness /Clarice Wesley /Vivian West IS. V. Westerberg /Rollin Westrum /Laura White /Eleanor Whiting /Leon Whitinger /Kenneth Wielinski
Curtis Wilcox /Marlowe Wilcox /Robert Wilder I
_
/Marilyn Wilheim /Geraldine Wilkerson /Brian Williams /Muriel Williams /Richard Williams /RJchard L. Williams
/Richard W. Williams /Gilbert Willson /Amy Wilson /Roger Wilson /Sharon Winfield /Suzanne Winter /Vernon Winter /Susan Wintz /Lois Wolfenbarger iGrace Woodworth /E.
Keith Wriqht /Jule Wright /Th~mas Wyne /Richard Young /John Zander /Roger Zellmer /Loren Zemple /L. A. Ziebell /Denna Zins /Bonnie Zulkosky /Glady Zumbrunner /Sylvester Zylla

There's
space available
for your nan,e
on the grov,ing
list of ·
additional. donors
in 1981 . .

Thanks to -all 920~who filled up the space.
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Lemonade Concert rescheduled. The annual concert by the Mi"'nesota Orchestra has been moved .
up to become the final event of St. Cloud's new
community celebration, "Wheels, Wings and
Water Festival." The free outdoor concert, set for
8:15 p.m., July 12, on the campus mall, will conclude an eight-hour arts and crafts fair. In recent
years the event has attracted audiences of more
than 6,000 persons. For concert information call
the University Programming Office at (612)
255-2205. For details on the July 10-12 city festival,
call the Chamber of Commerce at (612) 251-2940.

Fairweather athletes. This summer at
SCSU young men and women will
polish their playing skills through individual and group instruction in Football School, Basketball School and the
Granite City Summer Basketball
League. Co-sponsored by SCSU's
athletics programs and the Center for
.Continuing Studies, the clinics are ,
open on a limited basis to players in
grade school, high school, and to
college-age women. Instruction includes films, programs by guest
athletes and actual competition.

A choir of central Minnesotans, including past and present members of the SCSU
community, practiced this spring for a May performance of Bach, Brahms. and
Handel at St. Mary's Cathedral in St. Cloud. Directed by Dr. Stephen Fuller, assistant professor of music, the Oratorio Chorus included these alumni (back row,
left to right): James Jacobs ('72), Charles Ernst ('56), David Jerge ('55); (middle .
row) Laurie Scheil Kreme ('76), Randi Larson Magsam ('76), Lynn Walz ('76),
Leland Davis ('58), Michael Kremer ('73), Keith Magsam ('75); (front row) Joanne
Gross Boyer ('77), Eileen Ryan Gottwolt ('79), Gayle Haugen McCalib ('79),
Jeanette Mesenburg Benson ('59), Mary _Jo Ernst Bot ('79).

Association offers
graduation plaques
Interested alumni may order
graduation plaques from the
SCSU Alumni Association. The
wood plaques feature a burnished
metal photoengraving of Centennial Hall, the Learning Resources
Center, and an inscription with
the graduate's name, degree and
year of graduation. The cost is
$29.95 postpaid. Make check
payable to SCSU Alumni Association. Use the order blank. below.

The Post Office charges SCSU
25 cents for each Outlook
returned because of a change of
address. You can help us reduce
malling expenses by sending
Alu·mni Services your new address w~en moving. Just make
the necessary corrections on
the mailing label attached to
your copy and return it to Alumni
Services. Thanks!

ALUMNI GRADUATION PLAQUE
Name of alumnus:
,,

(First)

(Maiden)

· (Last)

(Grad. Year)

Mail plaque to: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address __________________
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State___
Zip_ __
Phone ___________________

YOUNG ALUMNI EVENING

An evening of recreation, socializing and, ·
for those who want it, competition.
Saturday, August 1-, 1981
Northwest Racquet and Swim Club
St. Louis Park
Individual registration fee:
$6 (includes meal and beverages)
Payable in advance to:
SCSU Alumni Association
Reservation deadline: July 20
Name(s) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Check here for competitive events:
(Please indicate level of competition)

$_ _ _ _ for _ _ _ _ plaques.

(amount enclosed)

(number)

Return order form to: Alumni Services, St. Cloud State
University, St. Cloud, MN 56301. Allow four weeks for
c:Jelivery.
12

__Tennis (mixed doubles)
__ Racquetball Tournament
(singles, men and women)
(Send completed form and registration fe_e to:
Alumni House, St. Cloud State University,
St. Cloud, MN 56301)

Your home away
from home
Inflation has caught up with
us but we're still the best deal in
town. Effective July 1, our rates
for overnight stay at the Arumhi '
House will increase from $4.00 to
$6.00 per person per night. But
we still supply the linens plus
hospitality with a smile!
If your business travels bring
you back to your alma mater, or
you just want to renew acquaintances with fqrmer faculty or
friends, we would be happy to
host you. Because of limited
space (four bed.rooms), we only
encourage short-term stays
(2-3 nights). Also, on a limited
basis, we do have facilities for
small receptions or meetings.
And at any time during regular office hours, we would be happy
to provide you with a tour of the
Alumni House.
Reservations are requested for
overnight stay. Just call Judi,
.A lumni House secretary, at (612)
255-4241.
SCSU is an equal apportunity/afftrmative
action employer in compliance with all state
and federal laws prohibiting discrimination.
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From the director's desk

by TOM MACGILLIVRAY,
Executive Director,
SCSU Alumni Association
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! Yes, you r
Alumni Association marked its
100th birthday on Tuesday,
April 28. Just think - the
organization which has linked you
and your alma mater has existed
longer than any of SCSU's living
graduates. And we've graduated
about 50,000 individuals since
the founding of the institution in
1869!
To remain a viable organization,
we need your input. Alumni
Association President John
Herges, '72, '77, has appointed a
"Committee of the Future." This
ten-person committee will study
the track record of your Alumni
Association and make recommendations for our future as an
organization.
Your ideas and suggestions are
welcome, .too. For example: Do
y
nt a publication Ii e
Outlook just for alumni? Should it
be expanded? Should the "classnotes" section be eliminated?
Should we involve current
students more in our programming? And what about fund raising - should we or shouldn't we
attempt it? etc., etc.
Please submit your ideas, suggestions, recommendations, and
criticisms -by July 1 to:
Committee of the Future, c/o
Alumni Association , St. Cloud
State University, St. Cloud ,
MN 56301.
What you think does matter!
P._S. And unless you tell us no, we

invite you back to celebrate the
100th birthday of your organi zat ion at Homecom ing '81 on Sat.,
Oct. 10. Detailed information will
be published in the Sept. 1 issue
of Outlook.
ALUMNI FUND. Elsewhere in this
issue is the detailed " Report to
Investors." You will note that this
is f he largest report ever -in the
history of this institution in terms
of numbers who gave and dollars
received . That is due, in part ,
because of your response to the
Alumni Fund drive of last fall.
Your Board of Directors .wan t-s
you to know how app(eciative
they are of your gifts.
And, in case you didn't find
your name listed-yes, we'll be
asking again later this year. We
look forward to receiving your gift
in 1981 and acknowledging you in
the June, 1982, "Report to
Investors."
REMINDERS. July 31 is the deadline for nominations for the
OutstandiAg Young Alumni
Award. Recipients must be 35
years old or less. Professional
achievements as well as civic
contributions will be con·sidered
in making_selections. Connie
Andersen Swanson, '79, is chairperson. A nomination form appears in this issue of Outlook.
Also, five Alumni Association
Board positions will be filled this
fall. Nominations should be
received by Sept. 1. John
Schulzetenberg, '68, chairs the
Nominating Committee. Send
your nominations to him in care
of the Alumni Association.

OUTSTANDING YOUNG ALUMNI AWARD
Aluf!1ni Association, St. Cloud State University
This annual award recognizes young alumni, 35
years old or under, who have distinguished
themse·lves in their work or in their communities. Professional achievement, volunteer
service and contributions to SCSU will be considered.

Name of Nominee_ _ _ _~ - - -- - -- ' - - -- - - - Address - - - - - -- - -- -- - - -----=-- --'--- State

JUNE 24
Alumni Board Meeting, 3 p.m.,
Walter Larson , SCSU director of
·
Mississippi Room, Atwood
career planning a:nd placement,
Center.
has some good news and some
JUNE 27
bad news.
Sherburne Hall , 10th floor,
First, the good news. Currentlyreunion
for residents of
enrolled students no longer are
1976-77, Sunwood Inn, St.
charged a $10 fee to activate a
Cloud.
·
file at the Career Planning and
JULY 31
Placement Office. However, the
Deadline for nomination for
placement file must be started
Outstanding Young Alumni Award.
prior to their graduation date.
Recipient. must be 35 years old
Now, the bad news. The fee for
or younger.
reactivating a placement file has
been raised to $25. That applies
AUGUST 1
to all graduates.
, .
Young Alumni Evening,
_
It's time for alumni to reactivate
Northwest Racquet and Swim
tt,eir placement files if they plan
Club, St. Louis Park, 6 p.m.to change positions during 1981,
11 :30 p.m. Faculty and guests
Larson points out. There is no
invited. Reservations required.
charge for updating credentials or AUGUST 13
using most of the other services
Summer Commencement,
provided by his office.
4 p.m., Atwood Ballroom.
Questions? Write: Career PlanOCTOBER10
ning. and Placement Office, St.
Homecoming 1,981. Football:
Clo.ut1 State University, St. Cloud,
SCSU vs. University of
MN 56301. (Phone 612-255-2151).
Minnesota-Duluth. Distinguished Alumni Awards
Luncheon. ·All-alumni reception
and dance. Special activities
for all former Atwood Center
employees and affiliated
groups. Headquarters: Holiday
The Atwqod Center Council,
Inn.
governing body of Atwood Center, OCTOBER 15
jnvites all former and present afSCSU Booth, Minnesota EducafiHated individuals and groups to
tion Association Convention,
participate in Homecoming '81,
Minneapolis Auditorium. Plus:
Oct. 9-11. A number of s·pecial
College of Education alumni
activities are planned.
and faculty reception .
Highlight of the reunion will be NOTE: For more information about reservation deadlines, costs and locations, cona Sunday brunch in Atwood
tact: Alumni Association , St . Cloud State
Center and building tours. Host
University, St. Cloud , MN 56301 Phone
Gary Bartlett, Atwood Center
(612) 255-4241 .
. director, assures a good time for
all. ,
Other activities will include
attendance at the Saturday afternoon football game, a post-game
The deaths of these SCSU alumni have
gathering in the alumni suite of
been reported . The year listed is the graduathe Holiday Inn, plus an evening
tion year.
poolside reception and dance for
1909 Sister Mary Bernard, Duluth
all students, faculty and alumni.
Ruth Kohlhase Leitz, Dover
Roger Knauss, '73, is coordinating -1923
1923 Dr. C.O. Dahle, Walker
alumni activities.
1927 Frances R. Geram, Tucson , AZ
Groups invited to return include 1938 Lorena Jorgenson GIistad,
Spokane, WA
the University Program Board
1953 H. Vlgerta Rasmussen, Willmar
(UPB), Atwood Board of Gover1954 Florence Sophia Groeber Reins,
nors (ABOG), Student Senate and
Cosmos
Major Events Council (MEC). All
1954 Elizabeth Pletrantonlo, Evereth
1955 Lou Latourelle Buche, Paynesville
former and present Atwood stu1958 Arthur W. Strand, Forest City, IA
dent employees and draft mem1959 Mary Catherine Svoboda,
.
bers also are encouraged t9
New London
·
participate.
1962 Mabel E. Larson, Dassel
For detailed information and a
1968 Donald Shearer, Wayzata
1969 Betty Cairns, St . Cloud
reservation form, please write:
1970 David P. Kern, Fairbanks, AK
Gary Bartlett, Atwood Center
1972 Irene Parks Elx, little Falls
Director, St. Cloud State Universi- 1973 Bruce Irving Eberley, Benson
ty, St. Cloud, MN 56301. Inquiries 1980 Marsha Otterson, Fridley
1980 Agnes Borton, Glenwood
are requested by July 15.
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· Atwood staffers
to reunite

We remember

II
City

Placement off ice
changes its fees

Zip

N~minated by= - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(Address)

- Deadline for nominations is July 31. Supporting information is requested. Mail to: Alumni Awards Committee, Alumni House, SCSU,
St. Cloud, MN 56301.

■

■

■

ALUMNI

Free free free. For the price of a postage
stamp you can help spread the good
word about SCSU. Attractive decals
bearing the institutional seal are available to all graduates without charge.
Ideal for your car, office window or mirror, the decals are your way of making
SCSU more visible. For one or more
alumni dec·a1s, contact the Alumni
Association, St. Cloud State University,
St. Cloud, MN 56301. Phone (612) 2554241.

Have you lost your Talahi yearbook or did
YOL! fail to buy one when you graduated?

The Alumni Office has a limited supply.
You may obtain a copy by sending $5 to
cover costs. All copies are in good condition .
Talahis are available tor all years from
1924 through 1971 except for 1927, 1931,
1934, 1935, 1936, 1939, 1944, 1945, 1946,
1949, 1953, 1954, 1955, 1956, 1957, 1959,
1960 and 1968. Check should be made
payable to: $CSU alumni Association.

1917-1949
FRANCES STAUFFER MCKENZIE, '17, Rochester, is
retired, but busy ... LUCILE MALMQUIST BLOOM, '19,
'21, North Branch, has retired after 35 years of
- teaching ... JOHN WEISMANN, '22, St. Cloud, teaches
senior citizens part-time ...FLORENCE HAMM, '27,
HELEN DEVORE RUTHERFORD, '27, DOROTHY
PETERSON GRIFFITH, '27, DOROTHY BYERS TUPA,
'27, ELLEN OLSEN, '27, and FREDA SNICKER
LINDENBERG, '27, meet annually at the home of
RUTH MULLER JOHNSON, '27, Crosby. Ruth has
retired after teaching at Palisade, Backus and Cass
Lake ... MARGUERITE AILEY SWEENEY, '29, '68, White
Salmon, WA, has been enjoying the great
outdoors ... ARETA SCHMOKER WOLD, '31, '53,
Dawson, is retired after 39 years of teaching, but she
still keeps active with seven grandchildren and
membership in a number of activities including the
Western Plains Library Board ..:FLORENCE NELSON
HUSETH, '31, Elbow Lake, was substitute teaching
until 1969. She is now retired , but still busy ... lRMA
LUCAS RACE, '32, Denver, CO, is now retired and
loves to travel. She taught in ColOFado for 27 years .. .
CLARENCE A. MCLAIRD, '34, has retired and is living
in Pequot Lakes. He has traveled to 43 foreign countries .. .SYLVIA JOHNSON BABB, '38, '65, Cambridge,
is busy with church and community volunteer .work
after teaching for 37 years. Last year she traveled
to Hawaii...WILLIAM D. CARLSON, '39, Las Vegas,
NV, has retired as Professor Emeritus of the University of Nevada in July, 1980. The Alumni Association
of the university awarded him a "Distinguished Service Award " ...FORREST B. LEE, '42, Jamestown, ND,
was pre·sented the 1981 North Dakota Award by the
North Dakota chapter of the Wildlife Society. This
a;ward is presented annually to an individual in
recognition of outstanding contributions to
wildlife research or management. Lee is a well-known
waterfowl biologist and was instrumental in the
restoration of the giant Canada goose in North
Dakota ... BONNIE A. OLSON, '45, Placerville, CA,
retired in February after some 30 years of writing
history at McClellan Air Force Base, Sacramento, CA.
During her history career she was author; co-author or
participant in 90 Air Force historical studies. The Air
Force honored her several times with awards and the
most recent honor she received was a Sustained
Superior Performance Award .

nation·wide ... MINNIE G. DRAYTON, '55, '62, St. Cloud,
is retired after 45 years of teaching . Her last 27 years
of teaching were spent at Kimball. ..JOHN ERVIN, '63,
is a regional manager of Clark Equipment Co. in
Weisbaden, Germany ... JAMES L. RHYNER, '63, Taif,
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, has been living in Saudi
Arabia since 1978 and he currently is personnel
manager for Al Hada Hospital. .. MELVA LYNN UNUMB
SWEENEY, '63, Cuyahoga Falls, OH, is a homemaker...
_ JEROME D. HANSON, '64,· Billings, MT, is the owner of
Jerry Hanson and Associates Inc., a firm that does
business consulting, problem solving and sales
building ... TED A. BERGSTROM, '64, Sheboygan, WI, is
an industrial engineer. .. PATRICK KROLL, '65, Sartell, is
a chemistry teacher at Sartell High School. ..AGNES
VALERIE HASSING LIESER, '65, Paynesville, is a
teacher of elementary education ... MICHAEL C. SCOTT,
'65, Ashland, MT, is a guidance counselor at the Labre
Indian School and he is busy trying to catch all the
trout in Montana ...DON ABFALTER, '64, '68, and SANDRA WARD ABFALTER, '65, St. Paul, are both
teachers. He is a math teacher in the Mounds View
school district and she teaches English in the White
Bear Lake school district...GAAY SMITH , '65, former
St. Cloud State University wrestling star, has been
elected to the NAIA Hall of Fame. He is a resident of
Columbus, IN, and a member of the NJCAA Hall of
Fame as an official...WILLIAM ROSS, '65, and
LALONIE WOHLERT ROSS, '65, live in Port
Washington, WI. A vocal music teacher in a local high
school, William is on the Executive Board of the
Wisconsin Choral Directors Association and serves as
1950-1959
director of the Ozaukee County Chorale ... DAVID G.
JOHN JOSEPH NOVAK, '50, Ho"p kins, teaches social
WEISE, ~65, Fort Belvoir, VA, is employed by the U.S.
studies at Hopkins North Junior High ... JOHN
Army ... AAMIN GLOBES, '66, Racine, WI, is a section
LASHER, '50, Edina, is vice-president in the Western
manager for J.C. Johnson & Son ... SHARON R. KIMBanking Division of Northwest Banco ... WALTER W.
BALL, '66, St. Cloud , has been chosen St. Cloud's 1981
LAUER, '50, Verdi, is a school superintendent at the
Teacher of the Year. She teaches music at Washington
public school in Verdi and superintendent for the five
and Garfield elementary schoois and has been a
school Highland Vocational Cooperative Center in •
teacher and music consultant in the St. Cloud school
Tyler ... ARLENE MITTELSTADT HELGESON, '51, St.
district for 15 years ... HARRIET ON ELLA ELMSTROM
Cloud; is an artist and photographer and she was
OSTROM, '66, Forest Lake, has retired ... LYNN MARIE
elected to a three year term on the Board of the
JOHNSON OWENS, '66, Excelsior, teaches second
Minnesota Orchestral Association ... BERNIE MILLER,
grade in the Minnetonka school district and is an
'52, Mound, is a teacher in District 277 ... DR.
assistant principal. .. ROBERT J. REHDER, '67, and
JACKSON E-. BATES, '57, Palestine, TX, is an author,
DIANE DAHL REHDER, '71 , live in Red Wing. He is
teacher and lecturer, currently with the Texas Departpresident of Bob's Business, a distributor of bowling
ment of Corrections ... ROHLAND R. REIDER, '57, Kerrsupplies. He also is former dorm director of Hill-Case
ville, TX, is an investor...JAMES E. WARREN, '57,
Hall at SCSU . Diane is an assistant manager at MinWhitewater, WI, coaches football at the local high
nesota Federal...MARILYN MENNINGA, '67, Minschool...ELIZABETH PALMER LIVENS, '58, is a
neapolis, is working as a medical technologist in the
homemaker in Tempe, AZ ... JOHN HEIDGERKEN , '58,
coagulation laborato'ry of the Veteran's Administration
'64, and LOUISE WACHOLZ HEIDGERKEN, '64; 179,
Medical Center in Minneapolis ... KAREN EYSTAD
live in Coon Rapids. He is a counselor and she is a
.ZELLER,
'67, Mitchell, SD, is director of developmental
teacher ... JERRY MOCKENHAUPT, '59, Rice, is an
programming ... SANDI HITCH, '67, Maple Grove, was
administrator for the-St. Cloud Medical Group.
just named director of community relations for Anoka~
Ramsey Community College in Coon. Rapids_after
1960-1969
teaching in the Robbinsdale dis_
t rict for o..-er 10
OWEN H. JOHNSON, '60, Omaha, NB, is a retail shoe
years ... DR. ROGER SANDQUIST, '67, Portland, OR, is
storeowner ... HOWELL 0. JOHNSON, '60, Bloomington,
an entomology group leader on the forest pest
is a controller ·and treasurer ... DAVID WALSH, '60,
management staff for the U.S. Forest Service ... JAMES
Fargo, ND, is a director of research at General NutriE. KOENIG, '67, White Bear Lake, is a diagnostic
tion Corp .... LYLE STEFFENSON, '61, '69, Hastings, is a
engineer with Control Data Corp ... KAREN ANN
history teacher and a tennis coach at Hastings High
HOLLENBECK ACKMEN, '67, Grove City, is a mother
School...DIANE FREY NEWSTROM, '61, Duluth, is a
and homemaker... JOHN F. WEGNER, '68, '76, Long
secretary for Operation Aware, lnc ... DWAINE LIND, '61
Lake, has joined the dermatological division of Ortho
Blaine, is chairperson of the Education Department at
Pharmaceutical Corp. as a sales representative in' the
Bethel College, St. Paul...WINNIE MARR RIME, '61,
central district. He was formerly a band director in the
Marcell, operates a remote fishing resort in northern
Minnetonka Public Schools ... MARY LEE SHEVELAND
Minnesota ... ROSE MARY KELLY, '62, Stillwater,
STEFFL, '69, is a bookkeeper in Maple Plain ... DAVID
teaches reading.:.ANTHONY A. SERRANO, '62, '67,
COOK, '67, '71, Clarks Grove, has returned to MinCoon Rapids, is an elementary teacher ... DOROTHY
nesota after eight years in Janesville, WI. He is now
THIELAGES, '62, Riverside, CA, traveled in the
working for Minnesota DVR in Faribault...JAMES L.
People's Republic of China last summer and now is
WILKINSON, '68, and GLORIA NYBERG WILKINSON,
teaching seventh grade math in an intermediate
'68, live in Hampton, VA, where he is a pilot in the Air
school...WOODSON WHITING ~R.QVE, '62, Spicer,
Force and she is a learning disabilities teacher ...
teaches art at Belgrade High School and has oeeri_
CHARLES WEYGAND, '69, ·staples, is a quality control
showing fibers, art and weavings in shows
· chemist for Sterns Rubber Company ... KELVIN BON-
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NtMA, '69, Minneapolis, is a chemical technician for
- -Henkel Corp ... LYNN R. HASLEDALEN, '69, St. Paul, a surgical care
products representative has received
the 1980 Senior Sales Representative of the Year Award, presented for
individual sales accomplishment by
the Patient Care Division of Johnson
& Johnson Products lnc ... OWEN
L. SCHMIDT, '69, Portland, OR, is
an attorney for the Bonneville Power
HASLEDALEN
Administration , U.S. Department of
Energy .... PHILLIP C. SAARI, '69, St. Paul, is executive
director of the North Suburban Development Achievement
Center, an educational program for mentally retarded persons
.... DAVID A. WILLIAMS, '69, Owatonna, is production
manager for National Computer Systems .... ROBERT L.
QUICK, '69, St. Paul , is working for Sperry-Univac as a
programming manager.... DAPHNE SIEGERT, '69, Sunnydale,
CA, is a public relations consultant and officer of the Penninsula Chapter of the Public Relations Society of America.

1970-1979
KAREN THOMAS SAARI, '70, St. Paul , is an elementary
teacher in the Mounds View school district...ANNE L.
WINTER, '70, Neward, CA, is a legal process clerk
with the Alameda County Sheriff's Department...
COLLEEN HOYT, '70, Roseville, is a work experiencevocational coordinator for St. Paul public schools ...
GORDON WALKER, '70, St. Cloud, heads the Walker
Optical Company ... MARYANN ELIZABETH EVENS
DIRKS, '70, '78, Rice, is an SLD tutor .. .EUGENE
BARNO. '70. MinneapQlis, _is teachinq psychology and
history and coaching girls' basketball at Somerset
High School in Somerset, WI. ..VIAGINIA CLENDENIN ,
'70, Collegeville, is an acquisition clerk at St. John's
University .. .JERRY MOORE, '71, Burnsville, is
employed by Heltzer Sales Corp. and affiliated with
Walking Billboards as a supplier and printer of t-shirts
and caps .. .EDWIN C. JOHNSON, '71, Brooklyn Center,
is manager of Service Parts Distribution ...TIM WICK,
'71, Ell< Riv er, is a teacher and a coach ... ALAN N.
ASPELUND, '71 , Blaine, is a senior accounting instructor at District 916 Vo-Tech in White Bear Lake ...
RENEE KOCIEMBA HENNEMANN, '71, Avon, is a
regional coordinator for Physician's Health Plan ...
GARY .A. RUPP, ;71, has completed his master of educat_
ion degree at New England University in Armiqale,
New ...;outh Wales, and he teaches aJ the Rockhampton
Grammar School, Rockhampton, Queensland, Australia
... LEAH LENORE SUBOTNIK, '71, St. Joseph, now has
a private practice in St. Cloud as a licensed
psychologist. She is completing a doctorate at the
University of Northern Colorado ... ROBERT L.
CARLAND, '71, Honolulu, HI, is a commercial artist in
advertising ... EL[IOT B. SIEGEL, '71, St. Paul, is a
media center director for occupational information ...
TIMOTHY R. MORSE and CHERYL GAYDOS MORSE,
both '71 graduates, reside in l:aqan ... MICHAEL
BURSAW, '71, Highland, IN, is a public,..h ealth adviser
...WALLY GRANT, '72, St. Paul, is a physical education teacher and a coach ... JEFF KOREN, '72, Butler, is
a chemist in research and development at Pittsburgh
Paint and Glass Company ... BARB BYERS STONE, '72,
is a homemaker in St. Cloud ... FREDEAICK KAISER,
'72, and SUSAN NOVAK KAISER, '73, live in Mounds
· View. He is an attorney in St. Paul and she is a first
grade teacher in the Anoka-Hennep_in school district...
jQHN M. SHONTZ, '72, Sidney, MT, owns a marketing
agency and was elected to the Montana Hous.e of
Representatives ... CHRIS LAFONTAINE, '72, St. Paul,
owns and manages a six-hour photofinishing lab and
retail store ...JOHN FERM, '72, Excelsior, is selfemployed in his own business ·of buying and selling
rare coins ... CHARLES LOEHR, '72, Melrose, is a pro-

1970-79 (continued)
duction supervisor at Kraft...MICHAEL D. BAH, '73,
Metairie, LA, is a teacher in the physical education
department at Tulane University ... TIM RAYMOND, '73
Blaine is a teacher ... THOMAS P. O'BRIEN, '73, St.
'
Cloud, is an accountant...MARLIN J. HENNING, '73,
Bethel, is a rehabilitation therapist...PETER N.
HOLSTE, '73, Arden Hills, former WTCN-TV news producer, is now working as a free-lance journalist in the
Twin Cities where he has formed his own news
counseling and public relations firm ... GEROLD LEROY
SEVIG, '73, Ceylon, is a·pastor at St. Peter Lutheran
Church ... JOHN J. SIMONS, '73, Grand Junction, CO, is
general manager of High Country Sales di stributorship
... REBECCA A. DAHLE GLAUVITZ, '73, lronridge, WI , is
a homemaker and mother. .. DAVID A. PUNDT. '73. Sioux
City, IA, is director of communications at Westmar
College .... GARY A. UBBY, '73, St. Paul, is a sales
representative for Alpha Graphics ... RONALD H.
OGREN, '73, Burnsville, is a commercial color-m ixer for
the wholesale division of Sherwin-Williams Paint in
Edina ..,TOM LEAHY, '74, Coos Bay, OR, is a teacher ...
ROBERTA DRAKE MUELLER, '74, Brookly n Park, is a
title insurance supervisor ... BRUCE PETERSON , '74,
Mankato, is a teacher in the Mankato school district...
RANDY HOLLENHORST, '74, '76, St. Cloud, is a master
printmaker ... CATHERINE L. REHDER, '74, Red Wing,
works for Bob's Business ... WARREN S. SATTERLEE
'74, Crowley, TX, is an assistant manager of Gehl co'.,
a replacement parts warehouse in Grand Prairie, TX.
He also is a studio artist part-time ... BEVERL Y M.
JOHNSON, '74, Elk River, is a teacher at Rogers
Elementary School. .. MARK GUSTAFSON , '74, Alexandria, ts a service manager for Dry-Mor Industries ...
BRIAN RAYMOND WAITKUS, '74, Eagle, CO, is an archeologist...STEPHEN T. PETRON. '74. and DFBORAH
J. VOCHKO PETRON, '73, live in New Ulm . He is a
chiropractor ... MARK W. MILLER, '74, Omaha, NB, is a
distributing market manager for Federated Insurance ...
ALAN H. LONGLEY, '74, Pocatello, ID, works in the
quality control department of Kraft...SALL Y B.
BLOWERS, '74, 'SQ, Brooklyn Center, 1s a speech clinician ... SUSAN PAULINE EMERSON, '74, Dallas, TX, is a
commodity broker ... DAVID A. BROWN , '74, Minneapolis, is a CPA and a partner/shareholder in Koechler,
Chamberlain and Brown ... KENT BORDEN , '74, Minneapolis, is a developmental service director for
Human Service Agency ... DOUG STREE, '74, Cambridge,
is part owner of the People's State Avency Insurance
Company ... KIM G. HOLMQUIST, '74, Chisago City, was
recently promoted to assistant vice-president of
Security State Bank in Lindstrom ... LINDA K. BENSON
PIPPERT, '75, Fullerton, CA, is a homemaker ... VICKI
EASTMAN CONBOY, '75, St. Cloud , an attorney with
Hoolihan and Neils law firm, has been named Young
Career Woman by the St. Cloud Business and Professional Women's Club ... RITA MASER, '75, Eau Claire,
WI, ·is working on her master's degree in special
education ... RONALD RAMLER, '75, Avon, is a youth
minister ... SUSAN KARELS, '75, Bloomington, is a sales
secretary ... WILLAM BRUNS, '75, '77, St. Cloud, has
been named assistant general manager of KVSC radio,
SCSU 's camous radio station. He also is a part-time instructor.. .WI LLIS HENNING, '75, St.
Cloud, is self employed ... WILLI
HUSABY, '75, Eden Prairie, is teaching industrial arts at Central Middle
School in Eden Prairie ... ROBERT
ALLEN HOWARD, '75, Cedar Falls,
IA, is a carbide tooling engineer ...
BRUCE C. MARZINSKE, '76, is
teaching art in Mason City, IA ...
JOHN _ROSS, '76, Columbus, OH, is
a district executive for the Boy
WILLI HUSABY
Scouts of America ... PAUL D.
AGRANOFF, '76, Isanti, is a teacher in the St. Francis
School District...DUANE P. RUTZ, '76, and LINDA
KOHL RUTZ, '76, reside in Carol Stream, IL. .. RENEE
ZACHMAN, '76, Coon Rapids, is a speech clinician in
Osseo ... DUANE E. VOSSEN, '76, Anchorage; AK, is a
defense department auditor for the United States
government.... BEV BOGERT, '76, Plainfield CT is a
CPA and she is currently attending Bently' coi'lege in
Massachusetts for her master's degree in taxation ...
CHARLES ROBERT KANEY, '76, St. Paul, is a salesperson for Gillette Co ... STEVEN W. LEBECK '76 '77
Palatka, FL, is professor of design and photbgraphy 'at
Florida School of the Arts ... DELMAR L. FARNHAM,
'76, Youngstown, OH, is an associate pastor at the
Evangel Baptist Church ... CINDY PETERSON SOLNAR
'76, Sisseton, SD, is teaching sixth grade English... '
LUANN VICTORY, '76, Pittsburg, KS, is director of
community relations and development at Mt. Carmel
Medical Cente_r... STEVEN D. WllLIAMS, '77, SedroWoolley, WA, 1s a postal clerk ... EDWARD ARSENEAU
'77, Kansas City, MO, is the production manager at '
Fox-Stanley Photo Corp ... MARY KAY ·GHOSTLEY
WESP, '77, Anoka, is a thirQ grade teacher... DEBRA
HONG FERGUSON, '77, Minneapolis, is an assistant
savings manager... BRUCE REMME, '77, Rochester,-is
employed by IBM ...THOMAS WARD SATTERLEE, '77,
Davenport, IA, works at Fox Photo in production
management ... RICHARD BAXTER SATTERLEE '77
Edina, is an employee of the Consulting Engin~ers'·
Cc;>uncil _o f .Minnesota...JAEN E. SCt'iWAINFURTER
WEILAGE, '7.7, Marshall, is a social services director ...
DIANE HANSEN, '77, Mounds View, is a special education teacher in Forest Lake ... JOHN C. RITTER, '77, Cottage Grove, is_ managing editor for the Washington .
County Bulletm .. .lNGRID PFAHL, '77, ·Rochester is a
speech pathologist in Zumbrota... GLENN ALLEN

WERNER, '77, St. Cloud, is completing his second
master's degree in vocational rehabilitation and his second bachelor's degree at SCSU, as well as working as
a OVA counselor at SLCloud Reformatory ... GEORGIA
LOKKEN, '77, '79, Minneapolis, is a medical technologist..:JULIE JE_PSEN SHORT, '77, Proctor, is ~eaching
special education at Proctor Junior High School. ..
LORY OLSON, '77, Hiawatha, IA, is the chief photographer in the news department for WMT-TV, Cedar
Rapids ...JIM KANYUSIK, '76, Mankato, is enrolled at
Mankato State University in a program leading to a
bachelor's degree in computer science .. .CONNIE
LYNN PEDERSON, '77, Aurora, CO, is a social worker
and she also is working on her master's degree ...
DEBRA LASSILA LAWRENCE, '77, Virginia, is the
director of Li(eline Adult Day Care ... HELEN HOWELL,
Ha~f, GA, is an operations officer for the military
pollce ... BARBARA RIES, '78, Brooklyn Park, is working
as a quality management analyst for Northwestern National Bank of Minneapolis ... GERI WILKERSON HALL,
'78, Salem, OR, is assistant development director at
the United Methodist Retirement Center in Salem... ·
TOM MLICHLINSKI, '78, Plymouth, is a high school
math teacher ... JILL MARIE ANDRYSKI DRONEN , '78,
Ft. Bragg , NC, is a special education teacher ... REBECCA LYNN TESCH, '78, Honolulu, HI, is a math and ·
computer science teacher ... KURT SCHULZETENBERG,
'78, St . Paul, is a microbiologist...STEPHANIE BORDEN, '78, Minneapolis, is the morning news.director
for WCCO radio. She also does freelance work for Canadian Broadcasting Corp., National Public l:ladio and
CBS Radio ... JANE AMUNDGAARD HOTZLER '78
Heron Lake, is teaching in Heron Lake and '
'
Okabena ... RICHARD F. RENSLOW. '78, and
STEPHANIE BERGSTROM RENSLOW, '77, are living in
Bloomington. He is a mechanic and she is an
employee relations and development specialist...KIM E
WILEY, '78, Woodbury, is a computer programmer ...
~ANIEL J. KINGMA , '78, Los Angeles, CA, is a recreational therapist...MAUREEN LOUISE CRONIN. '78. St.
Louis_Park, is a customer service specialist for Dain
Bosworth Brokerage lnc ... ROXANNE TUSCANY
JENSEN, '78, St. Cloud, is a teacher at Foley High
'
School. .. NORA LOECK CARLSON, '78, St. Cloud, is a
teacher ... MAUREEN MCDONOUGH FLAHERTY '78 St.
Paul , is an associate editor:.. LAURA LIPPOLD, :78 '
Chicago, IL, is a social worker ... MICHAEL WILFAHRT.
'79, and HELEN KRIPPNER WILFAHRT, 78, are living
in St. Cloud. He is employed in the data processini:i
department at Fingerhut Manufacturing and she is an
employee at Plaza Park State Bank ... JULIE DUMMER
NELSON, '78, Sioux Falls, SD, is a program director for
the YMCA ... NANCY SEAY HUNSTAD, '78, St. Cloud, is
a· full-time mother of two boys and she teaches ele- - - - - - - - - mentary band in Cold Spring parttime ... GAYLE SIFFERATH GRIMM,
'78, Buffalo Lake, is a special education teacher ... DICK BREMER, '78,
Maple Grove, is a sportscaster for
WTCN-TV ... DARRELL A. LOESCH,
'78, Kimball, currently is teaching
sixth grade and coaching. He also is
the president of the Education
;___._. Association in Kimball...ELIZABETH
DARRELL LOESCH H~LSEY PAQUIN, '_78, New _
Brighton, is a special education
teacher for the Brooklyn Center school district...CHRIS
MARQUARDT, '78, St. Paul, is director of public relations for the Actors Theatre of St. Paul. .. ROBERT R.
PAULSEN , '78, St. Louis Park, i.s-a programmer and
analyst ... HAROLD ROTHER, '79, Hastings, works for
Honeywell. .. LANCE PETERSON , 79, St. Cloud, is
employed by Team Electronics ... JOSEPH
FITZENBERGER, '79, Green Bay, WI, is the territory
representative for Fort Howard Paper Co ... KEITH
NORD, '79, Minnetonka, is a professional athlete witl·,
the Minnesota Vikings ... JOAN SCHLICHTING, '79,
Seattle, WA, is a graphic designer at Daisy Publishing,
lnc ...GWEN WILLIS CONNORS, '79, Richfield, is a
secretary ... BRUCE HOFFARBER, '79, Burnsville is a
public accountant...CHARLENE R. LARSON, '79
Fridley, is a high school math teacher... CYNTHIA
STERNER, '79, Brooklyn Center, is a premium accounting representative for ITT in St. Louis Park ... SANDRA
LYNN SCHEURING, '79, Brooklyn Park, is a Dayton's
employee in loss preventlon ... MARTE HIRTE, '79, St.
Paul, is a high school teacher at Simley High School in
Inver Grove Heights... GAYLE MARI ENGLUND '79
Minneapolis, is a dancer... JODY ANN KOWAL'
'
BOWRON, '79, Albert Lea, is a tutor... JOHN PAUL
REINHART, '79, St. Cloud. is an EMi teacher...
STEPHEN C. WALTERS, '79, Brooklyn Park is a
medical technologist...PAM EICKHOFF, '79: Norwood
is a third grade teacher... GREGORY SCOTT OLSON '
'79, Minneapolis, is a draftsman ... JULIE LYNN
'
ANDERSEN, '79, Plymouth, Is a research assistant for
Hennepin County Park Reserve District...LARRY
ABBAS, '79, Brooklyn Park, is a Dayton's employee in
loss prevention ... CAROL MAJORS THOUIN '79
Rochester, is presently working as an edit~rial ~ssistant in the 9ommunications department for IBM ...
KATHY SCHEIDLER ASPLIN, '79, Richfield, is a special
education teacher In Bloomington ... ANNETTE
SCHNEIDER, '79, Albany, NY, received her master's
degree In English last summer and she is a doctoral
teaching fellow in the English department at the State
University of New York ... DENNIS D. CHRZAN, '79,
South Bend, IN, works at Bendix Corp. as a production
control spec:ialist...JAMES E. VAITH, '79, Mason City.
IA, is employed by the Chicago and Northwestern
Railroad as a train dispatcher... COLLEEN. GARTLAND
'79, Wabeno, WI, is in .her second year of teaching
'

special education in a small town in northeastern
Wisconsin ... SHIRLEY H. KRUCHTEN, '79, St. Paul, is a
medical techn?logist...GALEN A. SEEHUSEN, '79,
Sacred Heart, 1s employed at the new Willmar Civic
Center ... ~ANICE KRESBACH, '("9, Virginia, is workinQ
as a social worker for St. Louis County Social Services
.._.DAVID C. BURBANK, '79, Owatonna, is a police off1_cer... DEBRA JEANNE QUAAL, '79, St. Cloud, is supervisor of transportation for District 742 Schools.
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STEPHEN THOMPSON, Isle, is teaching a fifth and
sixth grade combination class ... KATHRYN BERDAN,
Fergus Falls, is an area news writer and photographer
at the Fergus Falls Daily Tribune ... JEANNE MARIE
KLOBE, Carlos, is an assignment editor for KCMT-TV ...
JON OKERSTROM, Sioux Falls, IA, is employed by
KSFY-TV as a reporter and camera operator ... SHARON
"HENTGES, Minneapolis, is a graduate student in
theater arts at the University of Minnesota ... LORI
JOAN HAYNE, Northfield, is a police officer ... BETH
FISCHER, Minneapolis, is working as a process
development technician for Henkel Corp ... JODY
GRAMBO, Brooklyn Center, is a fifth grade teacher at
Elm Creek Elementary in Maple Grove ...JEANNE
STRONG, Fridley, is a speech clinician ... TERRY M.
HARE, Richfield, is a special education teacher ... MARK
J. MORTENSEN, Mitchell, SD, is an assistant food service director at Dakota Wesleyan University ... KRISTI
RASMUSSEN, Philipsburgh, MT, is teaching junior and
senior high school...TAMMY ATARIAN, St. Paul, is a
special education teacher in Inver Grove Heights ...
DIANE SHEA SMIDT, Rochester, is a substitute
teacher ... GREG BARON and CAROL CIGNA BARON
'79, live in Brooklyn Park. He works for the State of '
Minnesota... TERESA WILDER, Waite .Park, is a salesperson at Dayton's ... MARK WILLIAM PEARSON, Waite
Park, works at the St. Cloud Reformatory in recreation
.. ,BRIAN J. WARNET, Hopkins, is a manai:iement
trainee at General Mills ... LINDA A. EISEA.MEAGER ,
Windom, is _a speech pathologist...AMY L. JOHNSON,
Rochester, ,s an IBM employee. She works in production control and is a parts analyzer ... RANDALL R.
HINK, Brooklyn Park, is a product assurance
engineer ... SUSAN J. CZECH, St. Cloud is a correctional counselor ... DANNY G. SEANGER Satellite FL
is chief of laboratory services at Patrick Air Fore~ '
Base Hospital. .. JOHt':J Q: HAAKENSON, Garland, TX, is
a reporter ... ELIZABETH M. FISCHER, Bloomington, is
a chemical technician ... MARGARET MARY LAFORGE
Duluth, is an admissfons counselor at the Human
'
Development Center in Duluth ... CORRINE BOHL Des
Moines, IA, works for General Foods as a sales '
representative ... ROLANDO CASTELLANOS, Sauk
Rapids, is a high school Spanish teacher ... BARBARA
E. OLSON, Sandstone, is an EMA teacher ... ANN
MARIE JENSEN , Fargo, ND, is an occupational
therapist at St. Luke's Hospital. .. BETH STAHLKE
Delano, is presently unemployed ... BRENDA KAYE
~ROCK PINSON, Cheyenne, WY, works for the National Weather Service as a meteorological technician ... JAMES ROBERTS, Wyoming, is a medical student
at the University of Minnesota-Duluth ... JENNIFER
HEITKAMP, Belle Plaine, is a graduate student in
chemistry at the University of Nebraska ... TERESA
HILLNER, St. Cloud, is a chemistry teacher at
Technical High School. .. MARTIN HINZ, Duluth, is a
medical student at the University of Minnesota-Duluth
... STEVEN MCKELVEY, Moorhead, is a chemist for
Gearhart Industries in Dickinson, ND... JOHN CACICH
Minneapolis, is a chemist for the Bureau of Mines... '
EDWARD FISHER, St. Cloud, is an insurance agent for
Fidelity Union Life ... SANDY PENG, Des Moines,--is a
sales representative fat George A. Hormel and Co ...
DARRYL L. HARPER, Lindenwold, NJ, is a produce
broker... MARK REICHEL, Minnetonka Is an accountant
with Touche, Ross and Co ... GEFF COOPER, Monticello, is a lieutenant in the Marine Corps assigned to
the infantry ... MIKE SHANNON, Mfnneapolis, is
employed by United Parcel Service. He is also a
referee for the Minneapolis Referee's Association ...
TODD BJORKLUND, Sauk Rapids, is working for
Mark's Realty.
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Your former classmates would like to read about
you in the Classnotes section of the next Outlook. This coupon makes it easy. Good quality
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Flexibility of body and mind are the key to the Cunningham technique as demonstrated by Catherine
Kerr, member of the award-winning Merce Cunningham Dance Company. The New York City-based
ensemble conducted an April residency in Min•

nesota which included stops in St. Cloud, St.
Joseph, Duluth and Minneapolis. At SCSU, sessions
attracted eager amateurs as well as accomplished
performers.

